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Abstract approved:

The major purpose of this study was to test the

effectiveness of the desirm of Group Discussion Processes,

a combination laboratory/classroom proran offered

throw;h the Department of Speech Communication at Oreen

State University in attaininp; its stated oals.

The stated :;oals of this class appear to contain a

balance between intrapersonal understandin and ::.roun

processes involved with r;eneral overall interpersonal

competence.

The followin null hypotheses were tested.

1. There will be no si7nificant increase in
self actualization level of students after
participation in this class.

There will be no siuificant increase in"
interpersoual connatibility of students
after participation in this class.



The experimental sample (N=121) consisted of

participants in the Spring 1974, Summer 1974, Fall

1974, and Winter 1975 classes.

The Inner Directed (I) scale of the Personal

Orientation inventory (P01) was utilized in testing

Hypothesis 1. Hypothesis 2 was tested. through use of

the Interchange Compatibility indexes for the three

variables of Inclusion, Control, and Affection from

the Fundamental Interpersonal Relations Orientation- -

Behavior (F1VO-B) in relation to the 19 small groups

in the four classes in the experimental sample.

One way analysis of covariance with pre test and

class as covariates was the method of statistical

analysis used in testing both hypotheses. The .05

level of significance was selected as the acceptable

level of statistical significance.

Hypothesis 1 was rejected. The F' value of 22.14,

significant at the .01 level of significance, led to

the conclusion that, on the basis of the data collected,

there was significant growth toward self actualization

by subjects comprising the experimental sample.

Hypothesis 2 was accepted. V values for the three

FIRO-B variables of Inclusion, Control, and Affection

were 2.44, .03, and .68 respectively. None of these



values reached significance at the .05 level of

significance. It was therefore concluded that, on

the basis of the data collected, there was not

significant change toward greater compatibility in

the 19 small groups in the experimental sample.

These findings appeared to suggest that either

there was more attention given to individual,

intrapersonal variables than to interpersonal, group

variables in the actual implementation of the class,

or that the participants attached more emphasis on

the individual, intrapersonal variables.

Recommendations for further study included the

following:

1. There be a study of the interaction
in the small groups to determine
the degree of emphasis of individual
and group variables.

2. There be a study of the large group
structured exercises and theory
presentations to establish the
measure to which they carry out the
stated goals of the class.
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AN INVST1GAT1ON OF THE EFFECT
OF A COLLEGE GROUP LABWATORY EXPERIENCE ON

MEASURED LEVELS OF SELF ACTUALIZATION
AND INTERPERSONAL COMPATIBILITY

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Since its inception in the summers of 1916 and

1947, what might be termed the human relations-encounter

group movement has had a varied and colorful history

punctuated by almost constant coat rovers}. Since 1.970

growth of the movement has slowed considerably. Skeptics

both within and outside the field have forced a drastic

re-evaluation that is now taking place. Articulate

writers have promoted a more general awareness that the

development of theory has been very slow in comparison

to the proliferation of various techniques that are used.

Increasing attention to the validation of various

practices through experimental studies has led to the

development of a small but growing body of theory. There

is a continuing need for evaluation of the wide range

of combination laboratory/classroom programs that exist

today.

In a field with many varying opinions there is

general agreement that the human relations-encounter

group movement started at State Teachers College in New
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Britain, Connecticut during the summer of 1916. One

of the sponsors, Research Center for Group Dynamics,

had Kurt Lewin as its principal researcher. Well known

principles of group dynamics were applied to a design

in which groups of businessmen, teachers, and social

workers focused on the analysis of back-home problems

brought in by the group participants. During evening

meetings originally intended as planning meetings,

emphasis changed from back-home problems to attempts

to analyze and interpret behavioral events in the groups

themselves.

A similar workshop was organized the following

summer in Bethel, Maine. However, Kurt Lewin died in

early 1947 and there was a change in emphasis as a

result of discoveries during the evening meetings of

the previous summer. Focus turned from back-home problems

to immediate events in the groups. In subsequent summers

and under the full time auspices of the National

Training Laboratory, emphasis turned more completely

from group dynamics to the individual in the group.

Originally there was no thought of dropping there-

and-then orientations, but when groups became deeply

involved in seeking to understand their immediate

experiences, outside material was resisted and resented



as an intrusion. With the introduction of clinically

oriented staff members representing both Freudian and

Rogerian views, focus in the groups turned even more to

interpersonal events occuring between group members and

between group members and leaders. Theories of group

dynamics could not justifiably be applied to this new

orientation, and the controversy and confusion about

applicable theory began.

The history of the human relations-encounter group

movement has been described by Benne (1964), Knowles

(1967), and Gibb (1971) but a complete chronicle from

1946 to the present would be impossible because of the

tremendous growth of the movement and the extreme

variation in technique and emphasis.

Gibb (1971) wrote in relation to the growth and

rapid changes in the field:

"Invention of new technology and widespread
experimentation lead to increasingly greater-
differences in practice, even among group
leaders who use identical terms to describe
the method used. Complicating the picture
is the fact that space limitations in the
literature force such sketchy descriptions
of group events that it is impossible to
determine with precision what actually
happened in a given training session. Such
great diversity and rapid change will probably,
in time, have enduring and felicitous effects
upon the field, but bring obvious complications
to the appraisal of the effects of such
training."



Carl Rogers (1970) has stated that the human

relations-encounter group movement is the most

important social movement of our time. Whether or

not this is an over statement still remains to be seen.

There is no denying that this movement has had an

impact on our society. Some question the degree to

which this impact has been positive.

In 1970, encounter groups and human relations

laboratories were being conducted on university campuses,

in various industrial settings, at numerous community

mental health centers and in many churches in this

and other countries. The variety of these experiences

seemed to be ever increasing. Klein (1972) notes, in

the United States alone, there were some 108 personal

growth centers devoted specifically to promoting

varieties of encounter group experiences.

Since 1970 growth of the movement has slowed

considerably. The public has become more skeptical.

Articulate writers, both within and outside the field,

have either expressed serious concern or found the more

sensational aspects of the movement easy marks for

sometimes equally sensational attacks on the whole field.

Even as early as 1962 Weschler, Massarick and Tannenbaum

warned:



"This is no business for well-meaning amateurs.
IA) cannot approve of dillettantes who use
training to play with people's psyches. It
should not be necessary to stress that
sensitivity training, in its current form,
requires practitioners with a high professional
and clinical competence, a dedicatioh of purpose,
a genuine interest in well-being of people, a
constant committment toward experimentation and
evaluation, and an appreciation of the potential
risks inherent in this type of activity."

Birnbaum (1969) writes:

"Now the most serious threat to sensitivity
training comes first from its enthusiastic
but frequently unsophisticated supporters
and second from newly hatched trainers, long
on enthusiasm or entrepeneural expertise, but
short on professional experience, research,
and measurement of results, if any."

Schuster (1970) states:

"Training in industry has reached a stalemate.
It is barren of new missions and ideas."

Koch (1972):

"It (the encounter group) provides, in effect,
a convenient psychic whore house for the
purchase of well advertised, existential
goodies; authenticity, freedom, wholeness,
flexibility, community, love, joy. One
enters with the hope of such liberating
consummation but inevitably settles for psychic
striptease."

Back (1972):

...and hardly anybody worries about the lack
of research results. The feeling that something
important is accomplished and that joy and
involvement are generated is sufficient for
devotees of the techniques."

Back (1972) continues in attacking both the lack of under-



lying theory and what he sees as the flagrant misuse of

the theory that does exist.

Maliver (19773):

"Groups are not magical. ln fact, the laws of
group dynamics can easily he nnderstood by
anybody willing to devote the necessary time
and study. People in a group for the first
time, or who have had a very limited experience
in groups, often leave with what has been
called the delusion of uniqueness. 'What
happened in my group was so warm, so unusual,
so exciting.' This, is a delnsion; moving
from group to group, you find the same hinds
of revelations and emotional interchanges;
the same hinds of fears, intimacies, and
human contact. They are a. part of what is
called by professionals 'group process', and
in fact they can very much he planned,
stimulated or suppressed, focused or allowed
to occur at random."

Loffiranze, Latin, and Schiffman (1977) expressed concern

that the field has now become merely a fragmented series

of processes, some of which are mutually antagonistic.

They point out the dichotomy between the largely cognitive

approach of the group dynamics variant and the variant

that emphasizes intense emotional experiences and

believes that any cognitive considerations detract from

the intense experiences and are therefore to be avoided.

There is now a more general realization that what

was once considered a helpful, exciting, single movement

perhaps never had a single purpose. An examination of

goals reveals a spectrum that ranges from organizational



effectiveness to body awareness. The development of

theory has lagged far behind practice, but the concern

and caution about development of theory and measurement

of outcomes that has long been expressed by serious

theoreticians and practitioners within the field is

now more readily being listened to.

There have also been recent efforts at definition

and clarification of the human relations-encounter group

movement. Lomranz, Lakin, and Schifiman (1977),

postulated a typology consisting of three primary

variants of training groups. Gihh (1971) made nine

classifications and cited research for each. More recently,

Reddy (1975) states:

"We are beyond the early claims of both 'cure-
all' and 'condemnation', and technically we
have advanced beyond the grossly measured
outcome studies. Despite the early claims
of some practitioners that a messianic
movement was at hand and despite the calls
of critics that sensitivity training and
encounter groups would destroy the integrity
of man, there are now considerable data that
some participants learn from their experiences
in groups."

Reddy continues in stressing that the major emphasis of

research efforts in the field are now focused on intra-

group dynamics and trainer/member relations. Ile expresses

the opinion that outcomes or so many studies have rarely

proved very use in that they do not specify who learns

under what conditions.



He refers to current major research emphases which

are attempting to clarify this very important point. lie

gives as examples, Lieberman, Yalom and Miles (1973),

Bolman (1971), and Lundgren (1971, 1974a, 1974b) who are

especially interested. in the role of the trainer; Jacobs,

Jacobs, Gatz, and Schaible (1973), Jacobs, Jacobs, Feldman,

and Cavior (1973), who explored the effects of feedback;

Cooper and Bowles (1973), who studied self-disclosure and

physical contact; Gibbard and Hartman (1973), the relation

ship patterns in leaderless groups; Peters (1973),

identification and modeling; D'Augelli (1973), Harrison

(1965), Cooper (1969), Smith (1974), and Reddy (1972),

the impact of group composition. Reddy states that all of

these dimensions have been found to contribute to positive

and negative change in sensitivity training.

Laboratory/Classroom Programs

There are some theorist-practitioners in the field

who have concentrated on the design and implementation of

combination laboratory/classroom programs integrating

components that have had some experimental validation.

These combination laboratory/classroom programs usually

include theory lectures and demonstrations, both small and

large group structured exercises, self awareness and
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encounter experiences in small groups, and opportunities

to link these affective experiences to a cognitive base.

Although the laboratory/classroom designs developed

external to the National Training Laboratory, many of

the early research efforts of NTL were incorporated

into them. Stock (1964) presents a survey of research

done under the auspices of the National Training

Laboratory. In conclusion she states:

"All of the following have been shown to be
influenced by laboratory training: various
perceptions of the self, affective behavior,
congruity between self-perception and ideal
self, self-insight, sensitivity to the
feelings or behavior of others, role
flexibility, sensitivity to group decisions,
diagnostic ability, behavioral skills,
utilization of laboratory techniques, self-
confidence, and approach to diagnosing
organization problems. And this is only a
partial list."

Speech 323

Speech 323: Group Discussion Processes is a

contemporary example of a combination laboratory/

classroom design. It was developed by John V. Keltner

and is offered as a five quarter hour credit class

through the Department of Speech Communication at

Oregon State University. The class consists of

approximately 55 contact hours of varied activities
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including large group structured exercises, self

awareness and encounter experiences within a small group,

special theory lectures and demonstration, non verbal

experiences and a thorough analysis of the small group

experience by each participant. Special reading from

an extensive reference list of books and journal articles

is also required.

The stated. general goals of Speech 323 include:

"...developing awareness of, sensitivity to
and skill in dealing with the intra and inter-
personal social and procedural factors at work
in groups...1mplicit in these goals is an
examination of one's inner self and the
encounter of this self with others."

Speech 323 has been offered in its present form since

1964. By the spring of 1974 approximately 1000 students

had completed the class requirements. Continued

high enrollment is anticipated. Speech 323 is not a

required class in any degree program, and is not a

prerequisite of any other class.

Need For the Study

To the writer, the primary need for this study is

that the effectiveness of the design of Speech 323 in

attaining its stated goals has not been measured.

Further, although many similar laboratory/classroom

programs are known to exist, a thorough investigation of
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the literature has revealed no evidence of any evaluatory

studies.

In addition to the importance of laboratory/

classroom programs as entities within themselves, it

must be emphasized that they are often used as vehicles

for testing various theories pertinent to the field and

therefore carry an added interest and importance. Reddy

(1972), Cooper (1969), Mase (1971), Jernigan (1974),

Flaherty (1974), and Eiben. and Clack (1973) all used

laboratory/classroom programs in their research.

In a research field still largely in its infancy,

the need for overall evaluation of combination laboratory/

classroom experiences is seen as being at least equal

in importance to the continuing need for study of the

separate components that are used in their design.

Goals of Speech 323 in Relation to FIRO Theory and the
Theory of Self Actualization

As stated in the syllabus for Speech 323, the core

of the class is the small groups and the interpersonal

communication processes that are carried on within them.

The stated goals of the class also refer to group

cohesion, group decision making, and group problem solving.

Success in these areas usually results in u.eater

compatibility as the life of the small groups evolves
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and effective communication skills are learned and

implemented.

After consideration of these factors, the

Fundamental Interpersonal Relations Orientation- -

Behavior (FIRO-B) of Schutz (1958) was selected as one

of the measuring instruments.for this study. FIRO-B

not only claims to measure certain interpersonal needs,

but also interpersonal compatibility or dyads or groups.

TIRO theory is discussed in Chapter 11. The FIRO-B

is described in the Definition of Terms section of

Chapter I.

The goals of Speech 323 also mention that any

consideration of modes of interpersonal communication

cannot be undertaken isolated from self examination and

the encounter of the self with other members of the

group. Growth toward self actualization is implicit in

increased intrapersonal awareness, successful self

examination and successful encounter of the self with

others in the small group setting. Self actualization

as the result of group training processes is also

mentioned in the stated goals of Speech 323.

The theory of self actualization as defined by

Maslow (1962) and Shostrom (1963) is discussed in

Chapter II. The Personal Orientation Inventory (POI)

as developed by Shostrom (1966) is the only-instrument
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that claims to measure self actualization. It was,

thereCore, selected as the other measuring instrument

in this study and is described in the Definition of

Terms section of Chapter I.

Statement of the Problem

It is the problem of this study to seek answers to

the following questions:

1. Does participation in Speech 323 result in
movement toward self actualization.?

2. Does participation in Speech 323 result in
increased interpersonal compatibility?

This study is seen as the first step in the

consideration of the effectiveness of the overall design

of Speech 323 in attaining its stated goals. Once the

degree of overall effectiveness has been established,

it is anticipated that future studies will focus on the

manipulation of variables within the design.



DEFINITION ON TEIZ:.1S

GPOUP DYNATITCS: The study or the formations function

and changes in structure or :;roops or people.

Focus is usually on the behavior of individnaJs

only as it affects the group. Self awareness is

recognized only as a by-product and is not

emphasized.

SENSITIVITY IMITNING AND ENCOUNTE GUOUP: Terms that

are now interchangeable and used in reference to

a very wide range of experiential small groups

that focus on self knowledge and interpersonal

relationships as they relate to self knowledge.

Personal growth is also emphasized. Group

variables arc considered only in relation to self

awareness. A wide variety of techniques is used,

usually involving structured exercises. Emotional

expressiveness, spontaneity, and both non verbal

and physical communication are present and encouraged

in widely varying amounts.

LABMATO2Y/CLASSIMO1 PlZOCJMNS: Learning situations

that include theory lectures and demonstrations,

both small and lare group structured exercises,

self awareness and encounter experiences in small
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groups, and opportunities to lint: these

affective experiences to a cognitive base.

Stated goals vary widely.

HUMAN RELATIONS/ENCOUNTER GROUP MOVEMENT: A term used

to identify a large conglomerate dealin with

human relationships that include laboratory/

classroom programs, various forms of leadership

training, all varieties of encounter groups and

sensitivity training, and any pertinent research.

THE PERSONAL ORIENTATION INVENTORY (POI):

The POI utilizes scores of relative time competence,

relative inner and other-directedness, and ten

additional sub-scales. This instrument was designed

to be a comprehensive measure of an individual's

current level of positive mental health or self

actualization. The P01 consists of 150 paired

opposite, forced choice statements. The inventory

is self administering and the items are scored

twice, first for the two basic scales of personal

orientation, Inner-Directed and Time Competent;

and second, for ten sub-scales each of which measure

an important element of self actualization. The

following is a brief summary of the interpretation

of high or low scores as stated by Shostrom (19GG).
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Time Competent-incompetent: A high score indicates
that the individual appears to live more fully in
the here-and-now. He is able to tie the past and
the future to the present with meaningful
continuity. He appears to be less burdened by
guilts, regrets, and resentments from the past
than is the non self actualized person. The
Time Incompetent person is excessively concerned
with the past or the future relative to the present.

Inner-Other Directed: The Inner Directed person
goes through life apparently guided more by
internal motivations than external influences.
He is free, but his freedom is gained not by
being constantly a rebel or pushing against
others and fighting them. The Other Directed
person is constantly in danger of becoming
over sensitive to the opinions of others in
matters of external conformity. Approval by
others becomes the highest goal. All power is
invested in the actual or imaginary approving group.

Self - Actualizing Value: A high score indicates
that the individual holds and lives by the
values of self actualizing people, whereas a
low score indicates that he rejects these values.

Existentiality: Higher scores reflect flexibility
in application of values. Individuals receiving
low scores tend to hold values so rigidly that
they may become compulsive or dogmatic.

Feeling Reactivity: A high score indicates a
sensitivity to one's own needs and feelings. A
low score indicates the opposite.

Spontaneity: A high score indicates the ability
to express feelings in spontaneous action. A
low score indicates that one is fearful of
expressing feelings behaviorally.

Sell Recard: A high score indicates the ability
to like oneself because of one's strength as a
Person. A low score is indicative of a low self
worth.

Self Acceptance: A high score indicates accepting
of self in spite of weaknesses. A low score
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indicates an unwillingness to accept the self
because of perceived weaknesses.

Nature of rin: A high score indicates that
One sees man as essentially good and a low
score indicates that the person sees man as
essentially evil or bad.

Synerr7y: A high score is a measure of the ability
to sec opposites of life as meaningfully related.
A low score indicates that one sees opposites of
life as antagonistic.

Acceptance of A-;gression: A high score indicates
the ability to accept anger or agg-ression within
one's self as natural. A low score indicates that
one denies having such feelings.

Capacity for Intimate Contact: A high score
indicates the person's ability to develop
meaningful, contactful relationships with other
human beins. Low scores indicate a difficulty
with warm interpersonal relationships.

For the purposes of this study, the term self

actualization refers to self actualization as measured

by the POI.

SELFACTUALIZED PERSON: Shostrom (1963) sw;gests that

this is a person who lives a more enriched life than

the averaf2;e person. lie is one who develops and

utilizes all of his unique capabilities or

potentialities, free of inhibitions and emotional

turmoil of those less self actualized. Self

actualized individuals are seen as more fully using

their talents and capabilities, and seem to be

fulfilling themselves by doing the best they are

capable of doing.



PSEUDO SELF ACTUALIZED PERSON: Shostrom (1968)

describes the pseudo self actualizin person as one

who knows the correct, answers to the POT test items

intellectually, but rcives himself away in that the

questions are answered so much in the direction. of

actualization that p;enerally all scales in the

profile are above the 60th. percentile and are

obviously distorted.

FUNDAMENTAL INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS ORIENTATIONBEHAVIOR

(FIRO-B): The VP Z0-1.1 is composed of six Chatman scales

of nine items each, measurin the dimensions of

expressed. and wanted behavior in the areas of

inclusion, control and affection. inclusion

assesses the degree to which a person associates

with others. Control measures the extent to which

a person. assumes responsibility, makes decisions, or

dominates people. Affection scores reveal the def.7ee

to which a person becomes emotionally involved with

others.

For each area, two scores are obtained. The

expressed (c) score represents the person's express-

ed or overt behavior in the areas of inclusion. (1),

control. (C), and affection (A). The wanted score

(w) refers to what the person wants from other

people in the areas of inclusion, control and affection.
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FIA)-13 contains only six basic questions. Each

is repeated with slight variation nine times, making

a total of 54 items to be answered. According to

Schutz (195h), acceptance-rejection cut-off points

vary for each question and have been established by

extensive research. Any response a subject gives

on one side of the cut-off point means that he rejects

the item and any on the other side of the cut-off

point is scored as an acceptance of the basic

question.

Scores on the FIRO-B range from 0 to 9. The

closer the score is to the extremes of the range,

the more applicable are the following descriptions

as stated by Ryan (1971).

Inclusion. This refers to one's general social
orientation. Thus, a low expressed score means
that the person is uncomfortable around people
and will tend to move away from them; high
expressed score suggests that the person is
comfortable in social settings and will tend to
move toward people.

Control. The score on this dimension pertains
to leadership behavior. A low expressed score
means that the person avoids making decisions and
taking on responsibility; a high expressed score
indicates that he can and does take on the
responsibilities involved in a leadership role.

Affection. This dimension, unlike Inclusion,
concerns itself with the need for deep relationships
rather than superficial ones. Thus, a low expressed
score describes a person who is cautious about
initiating the development of close, intimate
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relationships; a high expressed score suggests
that the person can readily become emotionally
involved, establishing intimate relationships with
others.

Orientation within each area (inclusion, control,
affection) is revealed by the interaction of the
expressed and wanted behavior scores. If the scores
are similar numerically, the probability is that
the person behaves in ways which are compatible
with his needs. The greater the discrepancy between
the two scores, the greater the probability of
conflict and/or frustration.

FIRO-B scores can also be used to measure three

types of compatibility, reciprocal, originator, and

interchange, as defined by Schutz (1958).

t.Zeciprocal compatibility measures the degree to which

one person expresses the behavior wanted by another

person. Originator compatibility is a measure of

the degree to which the preference of one individual

for initiating or receiving behavior complements the

preference of another individual. Interchange

compatibility is a measure of the degree to which

two or more people like to relate in the same

interpersonal atmosphere.

Interchange compatibility was selected as the

rroup compatibility measure for this study. The

expressed and wanted scores were calculated and

combined for each participant. In each small group

within each class the combined expressed and wanted.
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scores for each participant were subtracted from

every other participant in each respective small

group to form a matrix. This was done separately

for each dimension. of inclusion, control, and

affection. In this way the relative compatibility

of incompatibility of each small group in each of

the three areas was determined.

For the purposes of this study, the term

interpersonal compatibility refers to interpersonal

compatibility as measured by the interchange

compatibility index of FIRO-B.



MYPOTflESES

This study has been designed to test the following

null hypotheses:

Hypothesis T: There will be no significant

increase in self actualization level of students after

participation in Speech 325.

IIOi There will be no significant increase in

mean scores from pre test to post test

as measured by the POT.

Hypothesis IT There will be no significant

increase in interpersonal compatibility of students

after participation in Speech 525.

HO, There will be no sinificant increase in

mean interchane compatibility scores in

the- areas of inclusion, control and

affection as measured by the P-E?0-1.3.



CHAPTER II.

REVIEV OF SELECTED LITERATURE

In considering a review of the literature

pertaining to the human relations/encounter group

movement, two things immediately become evident; first,

the extremely large amount of literature, and secondly,

the diversity of this literature. The problem

immediately becomes one of selection. For these reasons,

this review of selected literature is limited to reports

of studies that make use of Maslow's theory of self

actualization as described by Maslow (1962) and

Shostrom (1965), and the Fundamental Interpersonal

Relations Orientation MIRO) theory. of Schutz (1958).

These two theories were selected since they have had

a wide application in the field and because they appear

to be related to the stated goals of Speech 323.

The reports fall into three general classifications;

first, studies that concentrate on measuring the effect

of various small group experiences, second, studies

that evaluate a particular type of small 'group experience,

and third, studies that are concerned with personality

variables either in relation to various group

composition models or outcomes related to certain pre
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test personality variables.

The chapter is divided into two sections. The

first section contains short discussions of Maslow's

theory of self actualization and the Fundamental

Interpersonal. Relations Orientation (F] O) theory of

Schutz. The second section contains reports of

experimental studies that make use of either or both

of these theories and their related instruments,

the Personal Orientation Inventory (POI) , and the

Fundamental. Interpersonal Relations Orientation--

Behavior (FIRO-B).

Self Actualization Theory

The term, self actualization, was first used by

Maslow (19470, who studied and wrote about individuals

who seemed to function at a high level. He referred to

his subjects as self actualizers. Later Naslow (1962)

constructed a theory of motivation and individual

growth based upon a hierarchy of needs. In his theory,

when the needs that have the greatest potency and

priority are satisried, the next needs in the hierarchy

emerge and press for satisfaction. Mien these are

satisfied, another step up the ladder of motives is

taken. Maslow (1962) states:



"The hierarchical order from most potent to
least potent is as follows: physiological
needs such as hunger and thirst, safety needs,
needs for belongingness and love, esteem
needs, needs for self actualization, cognitive
needs such as a thirst for knowledge, and
finally aesthetic needs such as the desire
for beauty."

Naslo (1062) describes self actualizin people as

follows:

1. They arc realistically orientated.

2. They accept themselves, other people, and the
natural world for what they are.

5. They are spontaneous in thinkin,;, emotions and
behavior.

4. They are problem centered, rather than self
centered in the sense of being able to devote
their attention to a task, duty, or mission
that seemed peculiarly cut out for them.

5. They have a need for privacy and even see!:
it out on occasion needing it for periods of
intense concentration on subjects of interest
to them.

G. They are autonomous, independent, able to
remain true to themselves in the face of
rejection or unpopularity.

7. They have a continuous freshness of appreciation
and capacity to stand in awe again and again
of the basic goods of life, a sunset, a flower,
a baby, a melody, a person.

. They have frequent "mystic" or "oceanic"
experiences, although not necessarily religious
in character.

0. They feel a sense of identification with mankind
as a whole [IA the sense or being concerned not
only with the lot of their own immediate
families, but with the welfare of the world as
a whole.
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10. Their immediate relationships with a few
specifically loved people tend to be profound
and deeply emotional rather then superficial.

11. They have democratic character structures in
the sense of judgin people and being friendly
not on the basis of race, status or religion,
but rather on the basis of who other people
are as individuals.

12. They have a highly developed sense or ethics
and are inclined to choose their behavior with
reference to =its ethical. implications.

13. They have an unhostile sense of humor, which
is expressed in their capacity to make common
foibles, pretensions and foolishness the subject
or lalOiter, rather than sadism, smut, or
hatred of an authority.

11. They have a great fund of creativeness.

15. They resist total conformity to a culture.

Shostrom (1967) described the self actualizer as the

opposite of the manipulator and as a person I:To appreciates

himself and his fellow man as persons or subjects with

unique potential...an expressor of his actual self. Ile

states that, "The actualizer's philosophy of life is

marked by four characteristics: honesty, awareness,

freedom and trust." The change from manipulation to

actualization he sees in general as being on a continuum

from deadness to deliberateness to aliveness and

spontaneity. S110StPOM described the four fundamental

characteristics of the actualizer as follows:

1. Honesty (transparency, genuineness, authenticity) .



The actualizer is able honestly to he his
feelins, whatever' they may be. He is
characterized by candidness, expression,
and enninely bein:: himself.

0 Awareness (responsiveness, aliveness, interest).
The actualizer fully looks and listens to
himself and others. He is fully aware of
nature, art, music, and the other real
dimensions of living.

Freedom (spontaneity, openness). The
actualizer is spontaneous. Tie has the freedom
to be and express his potentials. He is
master of his life, a subject and not a
puppet or object.

Trust (faith, belief). The actualizer has a
deep trust in himself and others to relate to
and cope with life in the here and now.

The only instrument that purports to measure self

actualization is the Personal. Orientation Inventory (POT)

which was developed by Shostrom (10(;G) .

The Fundamental Interpersonal. Relations Orientation Theory
(MO)

The followin discussion of FTRO theory borrows

heavily from the book FTRO: A ThreeDimensional Theory

of Interpersonal Behavior by William C. Schutz (1958).

Schutz attempted to create a formal theory of interpersonal

behavior. He felt that the presentation of scientific

material in the frame work of a formal system had many

important advantaes over more informal presentations,

particularly with re:;ard to the scientific use of the material.
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Schutz lists the following advantages:

"(1) to achieve conceptual clarity; (2) to detect
hidden assumptions; (3) to gain indirect verification;
(4) to specify the range of conceptual relevance;
(5) to identify equivalent theories and theorems; (6)
to achieve deductive fertility."

Schutz makes use of the following elements in FIRO theory:

(1) basic or primitive terms; (2) defined terms; (3)

formation rules; (4) transformation rules (or rules of

inference or deduction); (5) postulates; and (6) theorems

(or derived propositions).

The primitive terms are those terms that Schutz does

not formally define within the theory, but are those from

which all defined terms and postulates are formed.

1. Interpersonal need. A requirement for a person to
establish a satisfactory relation between himself
and other people.

2. Inclusion behavior (I). Behavior directed toward
the satisfaction of the interpersonal need for
inclusion, the need to maintain and establish a
satisfactory relation with people with respect to
association.

3. Control behavior (C). Behavior directed toward
the satisfaction of the interpersonal need for
control, the need to maintain and establish a
satisfactory relation with people with respect to
control and power.

4. Affection behavior (A). Behavior directed toward
the satisfaction of the interpersonal need for
affection, the need to maintain and establish a
satisfactory relationship with people with respect
to affection and love.

5. Expressed behavior (e). Actions taken by a person.
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6. Wanted behavior (w). Behaviors from other people
that a person feels will satisfy an interpersonal
need.

In addition to the basic definitions, Schutz established a

set of defined terms relating to interpersonal interactions

and group perceptions. Most important of these is the

definition of compatibility (K). Compatibility is defined

as a property of a relation between two or more persons

that leads to mutual satisfaction of interpersonal needs

and harmonious coexistence. Schutz defines three types of

compatibility and gives an exact mathematical relationship

for each.

Reciprocal compatibility (rK). A measure of the degree to

which one person (i) expresses the behavior wanted by

another person (j). This compatibility can be specified

for each of the three areas of interpersonal need by an

appropriate formula. For example, in the area of inclusion

rKi =
eiI - W ji + e ji - WiI

where rKI = reciprocal compatibility in the area of inclusion

and ej = expressed behavior of individual "i" in the area

ofinclusion.W.1= wanted behavior of individual "j" in

the area of inclusion. A low score indicates high

compatibility.

Originator compatibility (oK). A measure of the degree to

which the preference of one individual (i) for initiating



or receiving behavior complements the preference of another

individual (j). If both desire to initiate, a state of

competition develops. Whereas, if both wish to receive,

a state of apathy ensues. Mathematically:

0,CA (0 IIC,A w.I,C,A) T,C,A I,CA)
1

Interchange compatibility (xK). A measure of the degree to

which (0 and (j) both like to relate in the same inter-

personal atmosphere. Specifically, if they both have the

same need for association with, people (inclusion);

structure and authority (control); or personal closeness

(affection), they will have high interchange compatibility

(low xK scores). Mathematically:

(0 I,C,A I,C,A) I,C,A I,C,A)1

Schutz (1966) originally stated four postulates to

FIRO theory. Postulate 1 is the most fundamental to his

theory.

Postulate 1. The postulate of interpersonal needs.

(a) Every individual has three interpersonal
needs; inclusion, control, and affection.

(b) Inclusion, control, and affection constitute
a sufficient set of areas of interpersonal
behavior for the prediction and explanation
of interpersonal phenomena.

The second postulate, that of relational continuity explains

the process by which childhood behaviors with respect to

I, C, and A are brought into adulthood. The primary



mechanisms through which relational continuity is maintained

are transference, identification, and elicitation. These

terms mean, respectively, an adult acts and feels toward

others as he did towards childhood figures; he relates to

others as he was related to as a child; and he tends to

elicit from others the same behaviors he did as a child.

Postulate 3, the postulate of compatibility, states

that the greater the compatibility of one group over another,

the greater will be the goal achievement of that group.

The postulate of group development, postulate 4, has

had importance to the systematic study of groups. It

states that a group will develop by passing through three

stages beginning with inclusion, followed by control, and

finally, with affection. During the period prior to group

termination, the same three areas will be explored only in

the opposite order; affection, control, inclusion.

A fifth postulate, that of interpersonal symbolism,

was added to the TIRO theory after the theory was originally

published. A central tenet of FIR() theory is that all

human behavior can be understood by reference to

physiological or interpersonal factors. Postulate 5

asserts that environmental factors such as political,

cultural, historic, or economic are not basically different

from interpersonal factors.



Postulate 5. The postulate of interpersonal symbolism.
People behave toward environmental conditions in
terms of the interpersonal meaning of these
conditions. That is, each significant environmental
element is acted toward as if it were a symbolic
projection of the interpersonal situation.

Schutz (1963) suggests that interpersonal relation-

ships may be prototypic of a more universal style for

relating to others. He writes:

"Thus, religion is concerned with the relation of
man to the universe in the sense of belonging, or
inclusion; science is concerned with man's
mastery of the universe in the sense Of control;
and art is concerned with emotional closeness to
the universe in the sense of affection."

This postulate additionally asserts that attitudes toward

abstract ideas are also consistent with orientations toward

people. For example, a person's values related to education

reflect his basic orientations toward people.

A number of scales have been developed to measure

the concepts set down in FIRO theory. The scale most used

in research is the FIRO-B, a measure of a person's inter-

personal behavior in the areas of inclusion, control, and

affection. It is designed not only to measure individual

characteristics, but also to assess relationships between

people, in terms of their compatibility.

Several additional FIRO scales have been published

recently, but have not yet found their way into research.

They include FIRO-F (Fundamental Interpersonal Relation



Orientation. - Feelings), I,TPTP (Life TnterPersonal

History Enquiry), MATE (Marital Altitudes Evaluation),

VAL-ED (Educational Values), and COPE (Coping Operations

Preference Enquiry).

Reports of Selected Experimental Studies

Movement toward self actualization was used by

Ellsweig (1972) in measuring the effects of group

experiences on college resident assistants and their

advisees. in this study there was no si7nificant

increase in self actualization levels or any of the

experimental groups or the control group.

The impact of a participatory group experience on

counselors in training was the subject of a study by

Eiben and Clac!; (1977i) . One hundred twenty beginning

Masters degree students in guidance and counseling were

measured in a first course in group counseling. Several

groups were formed with some being exposed to the

participatory group experience and some only to a

didactic presentation of the class material. There was

a significant change in certain POT scores or the

experiential groups and no significant change in those

or the didactic :;roups.

Reddy (1977) used the POT in a study which examined



the stability of changes in self actualization over

time as a result of sensitivity training. The results

showed that sensitivity training group participants

exhibited changes in measures, of self actualization

and over time maintained or continued these changes.

Further, the data indicated that different participants

made positive gains at varying periods. While some

participants showed gains in self actualization at the

close of the laboratory, others made major gains

apparently after they had returned to their back-home

setting. Reddy indicated the need for further research

in this area with consideration of the anxiety level

of groups as well.

Flaherty (1974) studied the effect of muscular

relaxation training upon the self' actualization of

encounter group participants. The POT was used as a

measuring instrument. Results of this study indicated

that there was significant movement toward self

actualization, as measured by the POI, in those encounter

group situations where muscular relaxation training was

used.

In a psychological study of high school drug users

as sixth grade peer counselors, Gould (1974) found that

self actualization and self concept levels were
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significantly changed after the high school students

with drug histories were exposed to peer counseling

training and group activities designed to raise levels

of self concept. The POT was used as the measuring

instrument in determining levels or self actualization.

The effects or participatory group process

training on the personal on of Army student

chaplains was the subject or a study by Jernig.an (197/1) .

The POI was the measuring instrument. It was found

that while all subjects moved toward. self actualization

the movement did not reach significance. The author

discussed the value of and need for combination

participatory and didactic laboratory training methods.

The effect of group discussion on underachievement

and self actualization was studied by Leib and Snyder

(1067). They found significant increments in self

actualization and significant increments in grade point

average without significant difference between lecture

groups and discussion groups. The authors felt that the

special attention awarded both groups might have

fulfilled lower need hierarchy levels as defined by

Maslow, thereby releasing the participants for increases

in self actualization and hotter grades.

McIntire (1960) used the self acceptance scale
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from the POT in determining the relationship of

sensitivity training to sell' actualization. His subjects

were tested before, after, and one year after a six week

institute which included. an intensified period of

sensitivity training. An increase in self acceptance

was found between the pre and first post test with no

significant change between the first post test and

the second post test, indicating that the increase in

self acceptance as measured by the POT was stable.

Schutz and Alien (1966) studied 71 participants in

the 1959 I'lestern Training Laboratory in Human Relations.

The participants completed the FIRO-1.3 and a series of

open ended questions regarding their perceptions of

positive and neative effects of the laboratory. The

FIIO -B was also administered to a control group. The

hypothesis that the laboratory experience would change

people selectively depending upon their initial

personality characteristics as measured by TIRO -13 was

supported.

in a study of the effect of a group leader on group

participants, Cooper (1969) found that when the trainer

was seen to be attractive, the participant became more

like the trainer in his attitudes as measured by the

FIRO-B. Changes in the participant's self concept did
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not occur and the participant's work associates did not

report them as having significantly changed six to nine

months after the T-Group.

Smith (1973) used the FI110-13 and back-home

observer reports in investigating the effects of

laboratory training on interpersonal needs, inclusion,

control, and affection as stated by Schatz (1958) in his

FIRO theory. The author felt that although the content

of laboratory training varied in different settings,

most practitioners shared common goals. These goals

were stated as:

1. Increased self - awareness concerning one's
own behavior.

2. Increased sensitivity to the behavior of others.

3. increased ability to analyze continually one's
own interpersonal behavior for the purpose of
helping oneself and others to achieve more
effective and satisfying interpersonal
relationships.

Observed changes in the direction of increased inter-

personal effectiveness in interpersonal relationships

approached, but did not reach, statistical significance.

There was some evidence that younger subjects experienced

the most change with those subjects over forty showing

considerably less change. It was also noted that the

changes had increased significantly at the end of a four

month period.



In a comparison of lOS T-Group participants with

44 control group subjects, Smith (1964) obtained

measures which indicated that F1RO-B scores were

correlated with observed participant behavior in the

rToups. Smith hypothesized that Chan es to be expected

in the 1oMO-I1 scores would not be increases or

decreases but movements toward the median position

on the scale since extreme scores are consistent with

a more rigid, inflexible attitudinal style. Smith

found the T-flronn trained participants showed si:;uificant

tendency for their scores on the control and affection

scales of the FlIZO-13 to be more toward the median.

Controllin g for initial scores, Cureton (196`:1)

duplicated te study of Smith (196) but used college

groups. '1' -Group participants showed movement toward

the median on F1P0-13 scales, while the control group

again showed no significant movement.

The originator, interchange and reciprocal

compatibility formulas from FIRO-13 were used by Yalom,

fronts, Zimerber:7; and '?and (1967) in a study- that sought

to predict improvement in group therapy settings.

They found that popularity of a subject in a therapy

group was corre ate with outcomes. They hypothesized

that popularity in therapy groups was



determined by a member's contribution to the group

task. This popularity, in turn, reinforced the social

skills which contributed to the group task and also

provided ego support. The social skills and

increased self esteem contributed to improvement in

functioning and relationships outside the !;ronp.

Hellanti 0971) studied the effects of encounter

group experiences on empathy, respect, conruence, and

self actualization. He questioned the use or encounter

group experiences alone in teaching communication

skills, group procedures, and self awareness. He also

questioned large increases in self actualization

resulting from encounter group experiences alone. The

POT was used as one of the measuring instruments.

Liddle (1974) used the P0] in investigating the

effect of several types of micro-lab experiences in

relation to the self actualization of participants. The

results of this study indicated that participation in

short term micro-lab experiences did not have an

immediate effect upon the self actualizing value systems

of the participants. However, the results of this study

suggested that micro-lab experiences may be effective

in serving as initiators of longer term attitudinal

and/or behavioral change.
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Masc (1971) investigated two types o r residential

group experiences in relation to changes in self

actualization. One residential experience used only

encounter group techniques. The other experience used

the encounter group format and cognitive input. In

this study there was significant change toward self

actualization in both residential group situations.

Jacobson and Smith (1972) studied 10 subjects who

had completed F-11;0-13 before, immediately after, and two

months following their participation in a weekend

encounter group. Twenty control subjects Completed

the measure as well. The most noteworthy of the

findings was that subjects preferring low rates of

social interchange showed greater change than did

initially participators. It was concluded that

the behavior of subjects preferring low rates of

interchange was more contradictory to encounter group

norms. These subjects were more frequently confronted,

which in turn led to the selection and exploration of

alternative behaviors and subsequent change.

Falkenberg .(1972 ) used the POl as a measure of

personal growth among college undergraduates in a

living-learning cor.'munity This living-learning

community had adopted a set of goals which explicated
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values inherent in Maslow's paradigm of self

actualization. At the end or one school year the

experimental group showed significant increase in POI

scores as opposed to the non significant chage of a

randomly selected control group in the same

dormitory.

The Counseling Center staff of the University of

Massachusetts (1972) measured the efrects or three

types of sensitivity groups; a time restricted group

where starting and endin times were announced, a time

extended 7-roup where starting time was announced but

ending time left open, and a maratbon group which ran

for one weekend. There was no significant change in

P01 scores in any of the three experimental groups or

the control group.

Underwood and Krafft (1975) tested whether Schutz'

(1958) 'PIRO compatibility theory would be confirmed in

a setting which emphasized rational, non personal

processes. Two types of interpersonal compatibility

as theorized. by Schutz (originator and interchange)

were compared to two measures of interpersonal work

effectiveness and to a measure of sociometric choice.

Only two of twenty major hypotheses were supported.

The authors concluded that interpersonal compatibility,
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as measured by FlP0 theory, doesn't have the effect in

the work context that it does in the interpersonal

learning context.

FIR0 -13 was one of the measuring instruments used

by Levin (1973) in a study of the effects of structured

and non structured small group experiences on self concept

and interpersonal orientation. No significant change

in FE0 -13 scores was found.

The main hypothesis of a study by Treppa and Fricke

(1972) was that movement toward self actualization. would

result from a weekend marathon group experience. No

significant change in POI scores was found in either

the control or the experimental group. All subjects

were administered the POI three times. There was

some question that the repeated testing might have

been a contributing factor in the lack of significant

change in POI scores.

Young and Jacobson (1970) also used the P01 as a

measuring instrument in a study of a marathon group

experience. in this study there was significant

movement toward self actualization as measured by the

POI in the experimental group and no significant change

in POI scores in a control group.

Change toward self actualization in a comparison
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of a marathon coup couuselin format and a traditional

r.oup counseling format was the focus of a study by

Lathey (1971) . The P01 was the measuring instrument

used. In this study there was significant change toward

self actualization as measured by the POI in the

traditional ,roup counseling situation and no significant

change toward self actualization in groups usin the

marathon format.

The homogeneit:;-heterooneity issue in T-Groups

was studied by Pollack (1971) using it subject population

of 150 college students. He composed heterogeneous

and homogeneous groups on the basis of the interchange

compatibility formula for the FTW theory nsin!- PIM-11

scores. He chose the control dimension as the

compositional variable because it is so often mentioned

in the literature as beilv._; critical in the development

of groups. It was predicted that members of heterogeneous

groups would show more positive chanes than. members of

homcc;encous groups on the PIRO-B in that the difference

between e::prossed and wanted behavior of the three

interpersonal needs of inclusion, control and affection

would be roluc,-(J. Then all three need areas were taken.

to ether this prediction uas

considered individually, none of the differences in
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each W' the need areas reached si7iiricance in inter-

c;roup comparisons.

The effects of a T-Group experience on clients

witb measure° H_-;h and low dependency needs was the

subject or a stud:: by Neharfey (1971). 1.- this study

the FET-P was used to measure the impact or treatment.

The T-Groups provided did not, as measured by, the PiRO-H,

selectively produce any .ricant char -e in interper-

sonal adjustment r r subjects with measured or low

dependency needs.

Vraa (1971) found that the strent 1 of the

interpersonal needs or group members as measured by

FTIZO-13 was a major factor in 7;..ronp niembershi p. in three

interaction groups or randomly assined col o students,

a curvilinear relationship between the level or need

and rated ,7r0np membership was found. The need to be

included by others, when low to moderate, facilitated

the group process; when the need to 1)0 included, as

measured 1 F']';0- ;, became too intense, the , Troup

process was inhibited.

In a study of personality characteristics of

selectors and non selectors of sensitivity traini n

(1975) used a sample of 590 and identified 250

as non selectors and 110 as selectors. He found that
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selectors were more self actualized , that is, guided

more by internalized principles and motivations rather

than by peer Troup or external forces. The POT was

used as the measure of self actualization.

G.ninan and Vonlds (1970) used POT scores and

hypothesized that collee students who volunteer for

personal 7;rowth experiences were not as self actualized

as a roup who di: d not volunteer. This hypothesis was

supported.

Culbert, Clar and Bobele (1908) used PO] scores to

compose two sensitivity r;roups. One group started with

all of its members testitv; in the self actualized ranF;e.

This group showed no sinificant chairw in POT scores

from pre to post test. The other roup started with all

of its members in the non self actualized range as

measured by the POT. In this .;.roup there was sit),:nificant

movement toward self actualization by all members.

Shalinsky (1969) predicted that rxoups of

interpersonally compatible members would (1) perform

better than 7roups of incompatible members, and (2) would

perceive each of as more attractive and cooperative.

This study involved 115 nine and a half to twelve year

olds in a .tare resident carp. A revised form of

was used so that the children could understand the
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questions. Twelve groups were formed on the basis of

FIR0-13 affection scores; six were compatible and six

were incompatible. The hypotheses were supported.

Compatibility around affection led to a higher level

of cooperation and production among, members.

MO-13 was used by Borg (1960) in a study that

explored the degree-to which a person's role in a

small group Kroh' em solving seminar could be predicted.

The hypothesis that a person's scores on tests selected

to give measures of assertiveness, rigidity, self'

orientation and socialibility could predict his role in

a problem solving seminar was supported. Borg also

discussed the implications or this study in pre-

selecting group members on the basis of the findings in

this study. He used FIT:0-B in determining the initiator

role and the degree of assertiveness.

Sapolsky (1960) also discussed the value of pre-

selecting groups in studying the effect or interpersonal

relationships upon verbal conditioning. lie used

compatibility formulas from FIRO-B in establishing

compatible and incompatible groups in terms of inter-

personal needs. It was found in this study that

compatible groups were more susceptible to the verbal

conditioning than incompatible groups. After

conditioning, his compatible groups significantly
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increased their use of re-enforced pronouns. Groups

pre-selected as incompatible on the basis of their

FIRO-B compatibility scores did not show any significant

use of the re-enforced pronouns.

The effect of group composition on group

cohesiveness in therapy groups was demonstrated by

Yalom and Rand (1969). The interpersonal compatibility

of the members of each group studied was calculated

using; the interchange compatibility formula with FI'W-B

scores. l t was round that compatibility as measured by

this formula correlated significantly with groun

cohesiveness and the patients who dropped out of

therapy early in the course of the group had lower

compatibility scores than those who continued.

Vraa (1974) used the FIRO-11 inclusion dimension in

forming groups for the purpose of studying differences

in emotional climate. He determined the emotional

climate of the groups by measures of interpersonal

interaction, namely warmth, hostility, and flight from

warmth and/or hostility. Three groups, bigh, low, and

mixed were studied. The results confirmed the hypothesis

that emotional climate differed as a result of the

level oC the need to be included.

Smith and Linton (1974) composed one week
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scores of the prospective group members. Ten [groups

were formed using- various dimensions of the 1°1P0-13

scales as measures of various degrees of compatibility

and incompatibility. Chanes in self actualization

according to the POI were found in all conditions.

However, the effect of a particular composition enhanced

certain changes and depressed others on these measures

of self actualization.

Smith (ID '1) mauipu ated ,:rout) composition using

oriinator scores or the control scale of FUM-B in

a study in relation to Nelman's social influence modes.

He found that compliance was highest in groups whore

the composition. was confrontation generatin,

identification hillest where composition was support

generating, and internalization (acceptance of influence)

highest where roup composition was such that some support

and some confrontation were E;enerated.

Reddy and hyrnes (1973) used the interchange

compatibility Formula from PIRO-13 in composing 22 task

i:roups at various work-mana;wment conferences. This

study examined the effect of interpersonal group

composition on the ability of middle mana rs to solve

a concrete problem after' the groups had spend considerable
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time toether. The hypothesis that the more compatible

groups as measured by F11;0 -91 interchange compatibility

formula would perform the task more effectively than

managers in less compatible rroups Was supported. These

results were in contrast to previous research findins

of Reddy which indicated that problem solving

effectiveness in incompatible ad hoc toups would be

higher than ii cmlpatible groups. He cited the need

for definitive and controlled studies in this field.

;eddy (1972a) used both rilx)-B and P0-1 as meaSurin

instruments in a study which investiated the effects

of inclusion, control and affection iuterchane

compatibility on char es in self actualization in

sensitivity r:roups. There was no s- [leant chane in

self actualization when the inclusion and control areas

were considered. It was found, however, that greater

POI results occurred in those participants whose FIR()

scores were in opposition to the ;coup compatibility

whether this moan was desinated as or low

affection interchane compatible. This study tended

to support the contention of Harrison (19G5) that

groups be composed in such a way as to promote both

confrontation and support in order to hrin:; about

maximum learnin for all participants.
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In a srhsequent stud',', eddy (1C72b) used

and the POI in investi-;atiny; the relation between group

compatibility and movement toward. self actualization.

It was ypotbesized that [7onps of persons who were

partiall inccr.ipatihle and and )art iall:i compatible on

affect ion would maL:e [;;reater positive ains in specific

areas oC self actualization than 7;roups of persons

compatihle in affection. Tho study aain seemed to

support the contention that sensitivity train 1g outcomes

can be enhanced or diminished by manipulating :;roup

composition.

Summar7

The theories or self actualization and f-undamental

Interpersonal Telations Orientation have been widely

used in the human relations/encounter group field. Their

related instruments, the Personal Orientation Inventor

(POT), and the Fundamental Interpersonal. YoJatios

OrientationBehavior (FIC-B) have been applied as

measrrin:: devices in numerous studies that have

considere efrects of various small [ronp eimeriences,

measuremet 27-eflic t::pes or small :;roun experiences,

and strdi7: rel_ated to nersonalit:: variables either in

re4-;ard to '.'arions -noup coposition models or outcomes

related t.-) contain pre test personalit::- variables.
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CHAPT1 III

THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

This study was intended as a first step in

considering the effectiveness of the overall design

of Speech 323. Two hypotheses were tested: First,

whether the participants in Speech 323 moved toward

self actualization, and second, whether participation

in Speech 323 resulted in increased interpersonal

compatibility. The experimental procedures of the

study are described in this section including the

experimental design, sample, measuring instruments,

and the statistical procedures used for analysis of

the data.

The Experimental Design

The design of this study is based on the

correlated multi-group approach advocated by Kerlinger

(1965). He describes it as one of the most

appropriate for use in educational -research where

intact groups must be studied.

As the design was utilized in this study, the

treatment procedure (Speech 323) was applied under

differing conditions including differing samples,
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different small group leaders, different times, in

different settings and over differing time spans. Each

class served as a control against the others. The

presence of any common effects can be strongly

supported as resulting from the treatment, since that

was the principle element shared by all of the groups.

No pre-experimental equivalence was assumed in this

design and no randomization was used. All class

members were volunteers as Speech 323 is not a required

class or a prerequisite for any other class. Selection

bias is thereby limited.

The Sample

The sample used in this study (N=121) was made up

of participants in Speech 323 classes from the Spring

1974, Fall and Winter 1974-75, and Speech. 407 from the

1974 Summer session. Speech 407 is the same design as

Speech 323, but is completed in a one week time period.

The Speech 323 classes of Spring 1974 and Fall 1974

met on the campus of Oregon State University. The

Winter 1975 class met at the home of the professor.

The Speech 407 class from the 1974 Summer session met

in a residential setting at Menucha Conference Grounds

near Corbett, Oregon. Each of the other three classes

spent one weekend at the Nenuclia Conference Grounds.
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The Measuring, instruments

The Personal Orientation Inventory (POI) developed

by Shostrom (1964, 1966) and the Fundamental interpersonal

Relations OrientationBehavior (VIRO-B) developed by

Schutz (195S) arc the two instruments that were used.

THE PERSONAL ORIENTATION INVENTORY (POT): The POI is a

measure developed by Shostrom (1966) which is the

only known instrument that purports to measure

personal attributes in the various aspects of self

actualization. It consists of 150 two-choice

comparative value and behavior judgment items.

The items are scored twice, first for two basic

scales of personal orientation, inner directed

support, and time competence, and second for ten sub

scales each of which measures a conceptually

important element of self actualization.

Reliability. Kaveter and Mogar (1967) in examining

the test-retest reliability of the POI found correlations

ranging from .52 to .82. The POI scales of Time

Competence and Inner-Direction had reliability coefficients

of .71 and .77 respectively. Klaveter and iqogar concluded

that, with the exception of three sub scales (Acceptance

of Agression, Nature of Nan, and Feeling Reactivity),

the stability coefficients were generally high. In another
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May (1968) report coefficients ranging from .32 to .74

which they conclude are well within ranges of somewhat

comparable test-retest studies with inventories such as

the iHPI and EPPS.

Validity. Shostrom's study of 1964 was an attempt

to demonstrate the validity and effectiveness of the

POI as a discriminating instrument. He tested two groups,

one judged to be relatively self actualized and one judged

to be relatively non self actualized. Findings of the

analysis indicated that means for the self actualized

group were above those of the normal adult group means on

11 of the 12 scales, and means for the non self actualized

group were below the normal means on all scales. The

critical ratios were significant at the .01 level of

significance on the two basic scales and on eight of the

sub scales. Fox, Knapp, and Michael (1968) reported a

sample of 100 hospitalized psychiatric patients were

found to be significantly lower on all POI scales than the

nominated self actualized sample reported by Shostrom

(1965). While the major scales of time competence and

inner direction significantly differentiated the hospitalized

sample from the clinically nominated self actualized sample,

there was less differentiation among these samples on the

sub scales.
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BEHAVIOR (11RO-11): FIRO-D is an instrument developed by

Schutz (1955) which measures two aspects of behavior:

How the individual behaves toward .others, or his

expressed. behavior and how he wants others to behave

toward him, or his wanted. behavior. These two

aspects of behavior are measured in three areas of

interpersonal interaction: Inclusion, Control and

Affection. The instrument is composed. of six

Guttman Scales of ten items each. It is designed

not only to measure individual characteristics but

also to assess relationships between people, such

as compatibility. A score can be coMputed between

two or more persons to express a concept of need

similarity called by Schutz, Interchange Compatibility.

Interchange compatibility can be calculated

individually for the inclusion, control and

affection. areas.

Reliability. Reliability figures were calculated

for 101RO-B Burin its development by Schutz (1958) . He

reports coefficients of reproducibility of either .93 or

.04 for all scales. Additional reliability fiures are

'riven in the Corm of stability measures (test-retest

reliability). These range from .71 to .82.

Validity. The 1I1;O-1.3 dimensions are hypothetical
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constructs, traits, which are assumed to be important

personality variables. According to Chronbach and Meehl

(1955) and American Psychological Association (1954)

validation is, then, a problem in construct validity.

According to this reasoning, each demonstration of the

ability of the 1'llO -B to predict trait relevant behavior

and each demonstrated correlation with measures of similar

traits adds to its presumptive validity. Favorable

correlation in these areas has been reported by Moos and

Spicsman (1952), Sapolsky (1965) and Kramer (1967).

Schutz (1958) based his validation of the FIRO-B on

a kind of validity conceptualized by Campbell and Fiske

(1958) as discriminant validity, the requirement that a

test not correlate too highly with measures from which it

is supposed to differ. This requirement refers to high

correlations with trait-irrelevant factors such as

intelligence, response set, and social desirability factors.

The inter-correlations between the Fluo-n scales and a

number of other variables including sex, marital status,

as'e, religion, ethnic factors, education, politics, and

intelligence reveal insignificant relationships.

Data Collection.

The same procedure for collecting the data was used

in all of the classes in the sample. The instruments
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were distributed to each participant at the beinning of

the first class meeting. The instructions were read and

any questions answered. The participants were told that

answering the questions was voluntary, but would be of

help in measurement of the design. The participants were

also assured that there would be no manipulation of them

or the design of Speech. 525. A code was used so that

individual participants could not be identified by their

test results. The testing took about one hour.

At the conclusion of each term, a similar procedure

was followed. The participants were a;.;ain assured that

there was no manipulation of them or of the design of

Speech 323. They were also reminded that all test results

would remain anonymous.

Statistical Procedures

One way analysis of covariance was the statistical

procedure used in analyzing all of the data in this study.

Pre test and class served as covariates. The .05 level

or significance was selected as the acceptable level

of statistical si,mificance.

Statistical Hypotheses

This study was designed to test the following null



hypotheses as measured by the Personal Orientation

Inventory and the Fundamental Interpersonal Relations

OrientationBehavior.

HO
1

There will be no siTnificant increase

in mean scores from pre test to post

test as measured by the PO] .

1102 There will be no sinificant increase

in mean interchane compatibility scores

in the areas of. inclusion, control, and

affection as measured by the FIRO-B.

Summary

This study was intended as a first step in

considerin7; the effectiveness of the overall desi'n of

Speech 323. Participants were measured for motion

toward self actualization and increased interpersonal

compatibility. The classes meetinp; in the Fall of 1974,

the Summer of 1974, and the !'all and Winter of 1974-75

constituted the sample. The experimental desir.m, the

sample, the measuri.n instruments, and the method of

collecting; the data were discussed. The statistical

hypotheses were stated.
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CHAPTL IV

WESULTS AND ANALYSTS OF DATA

This study was intended as a first step in

evaluating the overall effectiveness of the design of

Speech 323 in achieving its stated goals. The problem

of the study was to seek answers to the following

questions.

I. Does participation in Speech 323 result
in movement toward self actualization?

Does participation in Speech 323 result in
increased interpersonal compatibility?

In consideration of these two questions the following

null hypotheses were tested.

Hypothesis 1: There will be no sinificant

increase in self actualization level of students after

participation in Speech 323.

Hypothesis II: There will be no significant

increase in interpersonal compatibility of students

after participation. in Speech 323.

The experimental sample (N=121) was made up of

participants in Speech 323 classes from the Spring, 1974,

Fall and Winter 1974-75, and Speech 407 from the 1974

Summer session. Speech 407 is the same design as

Speech 323, but is completed in a one week time period.
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In this chapter the analysis of the data is

presented and the statistical procedures explained.

The two hypotheses are considered separately.

A one way analysis of covariance with pre. test

and group as covariates was completed on the mean pre

test scores and the mean chamze scores of the 121

subjects from the four classes that comprised the

experimental sample.

The same statistical procedure was applied to the

FIRO-B Interchanrge Compatibility indexes in the three

areas of Inclusion, Control and Affection separately

for the 19 small groups from the four classes.

HO
1

There will be no sirmificant increase in

mean scores from pre test to post as

measured by the POI.

The Inner Directed (1) scale from the POI was

utilized in testing this hypothesis. The results shpwn.

in Table 1 revealed that the covariates of group and pre

test for the (1) scale had an F value of 10.47, which

is sircnificant beyond the .01 level of sinificance.

An analysis of the (1) scale data for Hypothesis 1

(Table 2) revealed a mean. change of 4.30 and an F value

of 23.14, which was significant at the .01 level of

significance. From this analysis the null hypothesis

was rejected and. it was concluded that there was
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significant change toward self actualization from pre

test to post test as measured by the P01.

H00 There will be no significant increase in

compatibility scores in the areas of

Inclusion, Control and Affection as

measured by the ic110-13.

The results in Table 3 show that the covariates

of group and pre test for the Inclusion variable had

an 1 value of 3.20 which is significant at the .01 level

of significance. The 1" value for the Control variable

was 2.84 which approached, but did not reach,

significance at the .05 level of significance. The F

value for the Affection variable was 3.38 which
. is

significant at the .05 level of significance.

An analysis of the data for Hypothesis II (Table 4)

revealed a non significant F value of 2.44 for the Inclu-

sion variable. A non significant F value of .03 was

revealed for the Control variable. Similarly, a non

significant P value of .68 was found for the Affection

variable. The hypothesis was, therefore, accepted with

the conclusion that there was not significant change

toward compatibility in the Inclusion, the Control, or

the Affection variable.
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Table I: ,:sipothcsis I, F Values for Testin the
Significance of Covariates, Pre Test and
Class

POI Scales

Time Incompetence (TI)

Time Competence (TC)

Other Directed (0)

Inner Directed (I)

Self Actualizing Value (SAV)

Existentiality ( )

Feelin Reactivity (Fr)

Spontaneity (S)

Self Regard (Sr)

Self Acceptance (Sa)

Nature of 'Aan (Nc)

Synergy (Sy)

Acceptance of Aggression (

Capacity for Intimate Contact (C)

Pre Test and Class

l.17"

8.46**

8.96**

10.47**

18.02**

9.12**

15.1P**

17.21**

10.63**

8.91**

11.55**

15.71**

11.57**

d.f. 4,115

.01 4,115 = 3.48

** Significant at the .01 level of significance
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Table 2:

POI
Scales

Hypothesis I, A Comparison of F Values
Testin the Sirmificance of Mean Chanpe
From Pre Test to Post Test

Pre Test Standard Mean Standard
Nean Deviation Clean ;e Deviation

for

F

TI 5.25 2.55 -0.40. 3.15 2.35

TC 12.58 2.50 0.59 3.08 5.54*

0 34.29 11.95 -3.28 10.70 14.25**

1 91.18 11.89 4.31 11-52 22.14**

SW 20.80 2.86 0.75 3.06 11.31**

Ex 24.02 4.12 0.51 1.22 0.82

1r 17.03 3.42 1.16 5.83 16.24**

S 13.89 2.79 0.76 2.86 12.42 **

Sr 11.68 2.31 0.99 2.'e2 24.57 **

Sa 16.85 3.46 1.05 3.26 16.49**

Nc 11.98 1.94 0.20 1.99 1.54

Sy 7.27 1.18 0.53 1.41 10.07**

A 16.5( 3.41 0.96 7).20 16.14**

C 20.47 3.54 0.28 3.50 1.07

d.f. 1,115

.05; 1,115 = 3.92

.01; 1,115 = 6.85

Sir';niricant at the .05 level of si7lificance

** Significant at the .01 level of si;.:nilicance



Table 5: Hypothesis 1" Values for Testin the
Sinificance of Covariates, Pre Test and
Class

FIROB interchane
Compatibility indexes

inclusion (1)

Pre Test and Class

5.204

Control (C) 2.64

Affection. 3,1r*

d.f.

V .05; 4,14 = 5.11

Si

4,14

nificant at the .05 level of sip:nificance

64



Table 4: Hypothesis II, A Comparison of F Values for Testing the
Sinificance of ?ean Change from Pre Test to Post Test

Interchan7e
Compatibility indexes Pre Test Neap

Standard
Deviation Chan7e

Standard
Deviation

Inclusion (I) 4.76 1.80 0.53 2.07 2.44

Control (C) 3.66 1.09 0.30 1.70 0.03

Affection (A) 4.62 1.70 0.28 1.38 0.68

d.f. 1,14

.05; 1,14 = 4.60
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Summary

The data collected for this study was reported

and results of its analysis stated in this chapter.

One way analysis of covariance was used as the

statistical procedure in analyzing each of the two

hypotheses. The covariates were pre test and group.

For Hypothesis I the Inner Directed (1) scale of

the Personal Orientation Inventory (P0)) was utilized.

as the measure of self actualization. In addition,

all scales of the POI received the same statistical

treatment.

Hypothesis 1.1 was tested using the Interchange

Compatibility indexes from the Fundamental Interpersonal

Relations Orientation -- Behavior (FnO-B) in each of

the three areas of Inclusion, Control and Affection

separately.

In the case of HypOthesis I, analysis revealed a

significant F value of 23.13. The null hypothesis

was rejected. There were non significant F' values

in all three of the FIW-13 interchange Compatibility

indexes in Hypothesis II. Hypothesis Ii was, therefore,

accepted.
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CHAPTE V

.SUMMARY, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The problem in this study was to seek answers to

the following questions:

1. Does participation in Speech 325 result in
movement toward self actualization?

2. Does participation in Speech 323 result in
increased interpersonal compatibility?

The following null hypotheses were formulated and

tested in order that answers to these two questions

might be found.

1101 There will be no significant increase in

mean scores from pre test to post test

as measured by the P01.

1100 There will be no significant increase in

mean Interchange Compatibility scores in

the areas of Inclusion, Control and

Affection as measured by the FIRO-B.

The sample selected consisted of the members of

the Speech 323 classes meeting in the Fall of 1974, the

Summer of 1974, and the Fall and Winter of 1974-75.

The Personal Orientation inventory was the instrument

used to measure the growth toward self actualization.

The interchange Compatibility indexes in the areas of



Inclusion, Control and Affection from the Fundamental

Interpersonal Relations OrientationBehavior were used

as measures of interpersonal compatibility.

Hypothesis ]

in this study there was significant movement. toward

self actualization as measured by the inner Directed (1)

scale of the POI. The Self Actualizing Value (SAV) ,

Feeling Reactivity (Fr), Spontaneity (S) , Self Regard

(Sr), Self Acceptance (Sa), Synergy (Sy), and Acceptance

of Aggression (A) scales from the P01 also had F values

that were significant beyond the .01 level of significance.

The Time Competent (TC) had an F value that was

significant at the .05 level of significance. The Nature

of Man (Nc) and Capacity for Intimate Contact (C) both

had non significant F values.

A pre test mean of 91.15 for the I scale shows

that a large percentage of the experimental sample had

pre test scores in the self actualized range.

In view of the often repeated statement that only

self actualized subjects select these classes and that

only initially self actualized subjects benefit from

them, the investigator felt that additional analysis

of the mean change for 37 subjects whose mean Pre test

scores were not in the self actualized range was of value.
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Pre test mean on the inner Directed. scale for this

group was 77.08. Mean char ;e was 11.70 which moved. the

post test mean score into the self actualized range.

Analysis revealed a highly significant U score of 37.58.

This result would. seem to show Speech 523, as presently

constituted, can also be effective for those subjects

whose pre test scores are not in the self actualized range.

If the POI is to be considered. a valid measure of

self actualization, then it is necessary to consider

those subjects with P0] scores so hi-;h in the continuum

that Shostrom (1968) refers to them as pseudo self

actualized.

Shostrom (1968) describes the pseudo self

actualizin person as one who knows the correct answers

to the test items intellectually, but gives himself

away in that the questions are answered so much in the

direction of actualization that generally all scales in

the profile are above the GOth. percentile and are

obviously distorted.

Shostrom (1968) further describes a self actualized.

person as one who lives in contrast to the extremes of

the inner directed. and the other directed person and

as one who transcends these dichotomies. Since scores

favorable to self actualization are defined. as a

balanced position on a continuum of opposite orientations,
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scores markedly toward either end of the scale could be

considered as less desirable.

If Shostrom is correct, then it would ideally be

expected that POI scores of truly self actualized

subjects would not move into the pseudo self actualized

ran e, and that pre test scores in the pseudo self

actualized range would decrease. This was not the case

in the present study where there were 20 subjects whose

pre test scores on the inner Directed. (1) scale placed

them in the pseudo self actualized. rane, and 42

subjects whose post test scores placed them in this rain e.

There is a need for further study of this findin

Inspection of individual FIRO-B scores revealed

that over half of the experimental sample in this study

had very low expressed and wanted scores in the control

dimension. These scores stayed in this range from pre

to post test.

in describin7; a person who has very low expressed

and wanted scores in the control dimension of F1R0-13,

Ryan (1971) states:

"flis basic attitude is, '1 will stay off your
back, !Pit you stay off mine.' On the surface
this attitude may give the impression of a
self sufficient and independent individual
and this is the impression that he strives
to communicate. The imae of adequacy is a
defense af7,ainst exposin7; self doubts. If he
is pushed, his level of anxiety increases."



To the investi41;ator, a subject with a combination

of very hi:41 POl scores and low scores in the Control

dimension of FJUO-41 may support Shostrom's concept of

the pseudo self actualized person. There are no known

studies that seek to establish a correlation between

these two instruments.

Hypothesis II

The second. hypothesis in this study considered the

mean chance toward compatibility of the 19 small !;roups

as measured by the Interchange Compatibility indexes of

MO-B. There was no sip;nificant chane toward

compatibility in any of the three indexes for the

variables of Inclusion, Control and Affection.

In order that the FUO-13 Intercbanr,:e Compatibility

indexes chane toward greater compatibility, individual

FIRO-13 scores must move toward. the median of the small

rwoup from which the index is computed.

The studies of Schutz and Allen (1966) and Smith

(1964) both showed movement toward median FIfl0-13 scores

after human relations training;. This type of movement

is seen as favorable, and conducive to ,reater behavioral

flexibility and interpersonal awareness.

Smith (1964) notes:

"The mechanism whereby such conver7ence
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toward the median miht occur can be
readily envisaged. One of the processes
encouraged by our trainers is the giving
and receiving of feedback. This is a
process whereby group members tell each
other what impact their behavior has
had on them. Training group members
thus obtain a much fuller picture of
the effects of their behavior on others
than they do in everyday lire."

The stated goals of Speech 323, the syllabus

material, the assigned reading, the large group activities,

and the theory presentations all appear to show a balance

between individual and ,group variables. In view of

these considerations, the highly significant POI scores

and the lack of significant change in the F120-11

compatibility indexes would seem to indicate that there

is a difference between the stated goals of Speech 323

and what students in the classes are actually receiving

in practice.

As stated in Chapter I, there are divergent opinions

as to what variables should be emphasized in groups of

the type that are in Speech 323. Lomranz, Lakin and

Schiffman (1975) described three variants of training

groups. One variant focused on an individual's desire

to know himself, his life values, and his search for

personal identity. Attention to group variables was

secondary. Another variant has group processes as its

emphasis. Effectiveness, overall interpersonal
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competence, and positive, non violent change within a

system are main goals. in tis variant a participant's

growth is reflected by success as a group member.

To the investigator, it would seem that emphasis

in the small groups would have to he a balance between

the two examples explained in order that the stated

goals of Speech 323 be attained.

It may be that the emphasis in the small groups of

Speech 323 is more on the individual than on the group

process which might explain what would appear to he

personal growth as reflected by the highly significant

change in POI scores and lack of significant change in

the FIRO-B compatibility indexes.

In the opinion of the investigator, these

observations indicate a need for careful analysis of the

interpersonal interaction. content in the small groups

and equally careful examination of student grasp of other

actual course content such as the assigned reading, the

theory presentations and the large group activities.

These observations, coupled with results from self report

instruments , may rive a more clear picture and be of

further aid in the evaluation. of Speech 323.

The data collected thus far would appear to show a

consistency in the responses to the test questions from
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the four classes that comprise the experimental sample.

However, it does not appear that these results are

entirely consistent with the stated goals of Speech 323.

In. this evaluation, and in recognition of the

limitations in the use of self reports exclusively,

the highly significant change in the pre to post test

scores of the POT and the lack of significant change in

the 1 IIZO-13 compatibility indexes leads to the following

questions.

1. What is the perceived emphasis in the small
groups as seen by the instructor, the
facilitator aides, and the students? Is it
mainly on the individual in the group, or
is there a balance between this dimension
and the interpersonal, or group dimension?

What is the nature of the small group
interactions? is the here-and-now
emphasized along with affective material,
or is there considerable time spent
in intellectualization?

3. How is student grasp of the theory
presentations and the assigned reading
evaluated?

4. Are the small group facilitator aides
adhering to their written guidelines and
following the directions of their
instructor?

5. Are the large group activities such as
structured exercises and theory
demonstrations in harmony with the stated
goals of the class?

6. Are the large group presentations
discussed and utilized in the small groups?



. is there adequate emphasis on the
continuim; development of interpersonal
communication skills?

Uhat effect does the personality of the
instructor and/or the facilitator aides
have on the class participants?

J. Are the pre test P01 and FIRO-B scores
of selectors of Speech. 525 typical of
the eneral campus population?

10. Is the increased. number of subjects
testirr; in the pseudo self actualized

from pre to post test ,:is mcmsured.
by the POT attributable to treatment
effect or is it a question concernin
the validity of the POI?

LINITATIONS TO THE STUDY

The following limitations are reconized in this

study.

1. Lenth of testin time. A combination of the

POI and vino-13 instruments may require too lonzi to

administer, thereby contributin7 to a bias on the part

of the participants.

2. Validity of self reports. Althoirji the

validity of the instruments used appears to be adequate,

the investi7ator is aware of limitations in evaluations

that depend only on self reports.

5. Lack of randomization. 1Zandomization would not

have been possible in this evaluation as it would have

chan7ed the basic desin of the class. This is a
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problem in any study involved with natural iwouns.

'1. Lack of a control group. A control rToup

would have to have been composed of selectors o,

Speech 323 as this evaluation is involved with subjects

who voluntarily select membership in the class.

5. Participants who did not take part in the

testinr;. This 7roup represents an unknown factor.

RECOflflENDATIONS

In consideration or the questions as previously

stated and within the limitations of this study, the

following recommendations are made:

1. This stud:,' be replicated with a larger
sample and with the addition or behavioral
measurements.

2. There be a. study of the lare !-Toup
structured exercises and theory
presentations to establish the measure
to which they carry out the stated. goals
of the class.

3. There be a study of the interaction in the
small Troups to determine the deree of
emphasis of individual and group variables.
This does not refer to facilitator aide
style.

4. There be reconsideration. of the
for the selection oF facilitator aides.

5. There be a determination of the de; gee
to which facilitator aides are adheriwc
to their written flidelines and directions
from their instructor. 1V;ain, this does
not refer to personal style.



G. There be a study of selectors and non
selectors of Speeci 3 3 in an effort to
determine the derec to which selectors
represent a cross section of the total
campus noptdation.

There be Further study of those subjects
test iii in the pseudo selr actualized
ralv::e of the POI.
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EXPEIUMENTAL SAMPLE DATA

SPRING 1974

N 44 1 Agricultural Economics

Female 20 2 Animal Science

Male 24 1 Anthropology

Mean Age 22 1 Art

Year in College 1 Broadcast

Fr 3 1 Computer Science

So 7 2 Economics

'Jr 12 5 Education

Sr 17 1 Food Science

Gr 4 1 Forestry

Sp 1 1 History

1 Home Economics

1 Interdisciplinary Studies

(Total Class 4 Liberal Arts
Enrollment 50)

1 Medical Technology

1 Physics

1 Pre Dental

7 Psychology

1 Science

2 Sociology



SPRING 1974 (continued)

2 Speech Communication

2 University Exploratory
Studies Program

1 Unstated

1 Wildlife Science

Zoology
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SUMMER 1974

N 35

Female 18

Male 17

Mean Age 28

Year in College

Fr 3

So

Jr

Sr 9

Gr 18

(Total Class
Enrollment 42)

1 Computer Science

2 Counseling and Guidance

1 Environmental Education
College of Science

7 Education

1 English

1 Interdisciplinary Studies

3 Liberal Arts

1 Library Science

1 Medicine

1 Micro-bioloy

7 Psychology

5 Speech Communication

3 Unstated

2 Vildlife Science
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FALL 1974

N 20

Female

Male 12

0

1

1

1

Broadcast

Business

Clothing and Textiles

Mean Age 22 1 Counseling and Guidance

Year in College Education

Fr 1 1 Engineering

So 2 1 Food Science

Jr 7 1 Forestry

Sr 6 1 Liberal Arts

Gr 3 2 Liberal Studies

Sp 1 3 Psychology

1 Science

1 Speech Communication

(Total Class 1 University Administration
Enrollment 26)

1 Unstated



laNTER 1975

N 21

Female 10

Male 11

Mean Age 21

Year in College

Fr 1

So

Jr 5

Sr 10

Gr

(Total Class
Enrollment 24)

1 Anthropology

1 Animal Science

1 Chemical Engineering

1 Economics

2 'Education

1 Environmental Education
College of Science

1 Environmental Interpretation

1 Geography

1 Geology

1 Home Economics

1 Liberal Arts

5 Psychology

1 Religious Studies

1 Sociology

2, Unstated
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SP 323 Groue Discu.ssion Procof,ses SU;',VARY

Co;7,3:TT

Group discussion is a fora of intorporsonal communication which involves
you interacting with several others. iho process is initiated from
within each of us. Our work will bogin, then, with seeking to expand
awareness of oursolvos in order to bring the real or authentic self to the
ovontual group interaction.

We will work through several
areas of intraporsonal and intorpersonal

development. Ae will begin with some nonverbal procossos which give an
opportunity to dovolop a moro intense awareness of what is going on in
the "inside" of ourselves. qo will continue with the nonverbal loading
out to interaction with othors on a nonverbal level. Along with these
beginnings will be sono emphasis on the bioonorgotic factors which t50Q4
to influonco the logical and osychological oricry we are able to put into
a discussion systom.o will also work toward undorstandino the natures of,
and developing trust and conficionco in each other. Communication fo odback
systoms come in for a groat deal of attention. Included also ore sorio
experiencos with sensino, and personal - intor)orsonal awarenoss.

From the nonverbal base we will work on enhancing and extending trust
-factors in'intorporsonal rolatious, and on solf-disclosuro as critical
clemonts in the establishment of a communication relationship with others.
We will o'radually and carefully nova Into the spokon cui,munication pro
tosses in groups. From this point wo will move toward move sophisticated
"hero and now" 0-, ;amina-1-on of '717)1r; `,r())
leadnrshi2 1..arriors to_cs7Tuinican. 71'011') consion, the iT,slivieu.n1
versuii the -Trom contlict, etc...ihrough actual ers,)ericnce an oxamination
of that experience. Throughout the whole course our oxamination and
dovelopment is based on a philosophy which deelores destructive criticism
and emphasizes the "HUPING" function of interpersonal relations.

)11ong with those activities will be a series of readings and theory
dovolopmont sossiono wherein we explore the a nitivo base on which these
techniques and oxoorioncos may dovoloo. :Ise, special tapes are availablo
for those wishing to do advanced. work.

MUIRTS FOR .;17:11nI.!Ii;Er,J,T*

avollment in this course is not open to just everyone. There are certain
conditions which must 'DO met before your enrollment in the course will be
accepted. ,J1 enrollments must. have evontura aeorowt1 Cl. the ins-tractor
before they eau poMnnOnt. :pion"; the con6itions prerequisite to
your final a6nission to the class are the following:

You must have coriolotod So 111, Intoroorsonal Speech Communication.

You must be a junior at least, or higher, in your acadc'riic achiovonent.
Otherwiso you will need the soecial a,)nroval of the instructor.

You must fill out and hhve nooroynd an aoplication data shoot which
chocks come nattors inoortant to your successful porformanco in this
class.
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Group Discussion Processes SIJIMCf OF R;PUT101:3NT3

You must be able to meet on Tuesday and Thursday evenings or other
periods as schr(,ulod in the syllabus, and the tyeeke'id sot aside for
the roti'cat.

You nnst be T7illin" o exerinent and your oNril novsonil
al:01.7th ono devr2le "1,)t, c-ht,,Ision:3 not 1.11117 CaTliA01 in Pn
acade;lic L,ut roroJV na(000.

Before you attend the first mootlhz you must purchase a syllabus for
the course in the of;aco of the Dept. of Speech Collmunication (,2.00).

111 of the abovo are vital to your aporovod participation in the course.
Do sure that you can moot t1.;11 all. Once you are in the class you aro
expocted to fulfill the:

IDGMEr Mr1JI1-2:J;TS FOR (.;piTPUTTOI: AFD R3C=G CMDIT FOR THCil COUP37;

Rear% on tho schedulo as outlined in the syllabus (or faster), all
of the basic text materials alon7, 'with supplementary materials as
su?!..Tstod.

1;aintain a eaveAll journal - wornook as described in the syllabus.

This ioumal iricluOn -Intries for each session of the class.

- intend 1'IL S.,nSIOI1S OF CLASS. (licera-t, in case of dire personal

allorgonc7.) if noro than 3 se:;sions ave missed_ 7ou cannot receive
credit for the cour!;e. If the reel:end rot:vont is 1.061, 70u cannot

receive evodit for the com.se.

Find two comoatiblo partnors in the grouo rho Trill be your confidential
triad. viith this triad. you are to share issues and oroblcms arising
during the program IthAch you 'rant to talc out and exeloro en a noro

confidential level than :71.thin tho largor grouos. You prepare

a report on your triad.

Cormiote the final comorehonsivo synthosis and cbseyvAtion reports
no later than the scheduled day. Final s.ratka.s is a en in, to 0

instructor after the scheduled date 17111 be in'jeoeardy of not,

P-ccc;)tod anc' no credit ri.ven for the col:1,se.

DurinI the c.,e;y:.;n1.to1.f, it is irieevtant thAt von do not 01:;cuss in

1:11 e're'- t:; ano. bein /00M.0 not tal:In the

(1°11r". Ti:; boea'Aso 677-767iitii it over, the iihole pors!,)ective

is not reached. and (I)) laost oeoi)le uho have not had such a course

siroly misunderstand. that in haopeninT, and (c) the enery of your

questions and Pl'oblens should not be ,sk)honecti off of the course
0X )o2ien('n itself by doaljui,; witA them outside except in case of

amergoncy and /or pith aoproval of tho instructor.

Do the group. dovelonent analysis. Form A after the second mooting
of your sral.l 7,ro10e. Fonl after the last nootimr, of your ;;retie.

?:nelucke both eharts in your iinal synthesis.

.111.1110111.0

1.0111.1.

0011

001111
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SUIIL',ItY J1.111q'JIRII:.;!;.ITS

after tho second. ieotin of your small group fill in the "Initial/y"
column of tho group tooth evaluation. f.aSter the final class session
fill in the 'hTilaally column. Inclueo this also in your szolthcsis.

Aianngo to have a )Orson in your group function ns a process observer
each session ono report to the group at the on6 of that session using
the obsorverts Report Shoot..

Complete the Verbal
- :lenvorbal Consistency rating Per each person in

your small grouo at two times:
a. ',fter the first full session of your small group.
b. Alter the last session of your small group.

na177 o the changes or- shifts in your our) verbal - nonverbal con-as-/a/MNr

toncy as seen ey the members of your group aald include this roport
in your synthesis.

1.1. Fill out the self-other nerce2ton description:
a. :%fter the first session.
b. After the retreat.
c. At the end of the course.

Fill out the group Cliato Inventory
a. At the one of the neviod during uhich your small !;'coup is

formed.
b. Immediately fel:tolling the rotroat,

Then share the comparative results with your ;roue.

A final anonymous
evaluation of the course and the instructor must

be completed. before credit can be given.

(Othor than the final comprehensive synthesis, the report of your readings,
and your report on your triad, there ni11 ho no final ()no) iination.)

Your Obligation to Consider These Factors

There are many 7)eop1e soeking entrance into this class. Flory quartarve
have to turn away students who have imite0 some time to get into the pro-
gram. Thus, for each seace retained ;last the tfule when a course may be
added by a person who then dos the course, there is a useless waste of
oneortunity for someone who reall wanted to take part in the experience.
IF YOU T= YOU TICN TUS PROGR, DROP OUT RICRIT FOlt DORTT
TOO 1-7...11Y OTII:-.;:n (.3! :1,C1c IT !I'D AM BUG
T112, OPPORTUI'ITI OF UNIVa`aTY If5UFFIC-
ISM SUPPoRTII:G 3 T.FF.
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INFORMED CONSENT FOR PARTICIPATION

In Sp 323

I have read the conditions
and requirements of this course in thosyllabus material provided mo and I'm ready to tako on the responsi-bilitios as outlined. I hcroly agree to the doscribed as well asthe following conditions in relation to this course:

a. I will fulfill the requirements for credit for the courso attho assigned trees and in tho dogroo most representative of mycapacities. the procedures in general are:

&periontal and cognitive study of intro_ and interpersonal
dynamics in group and organizational discussion. Processesinvolve personal, social, procedural functions involved indecision making,

leadership, problem solving, and personalgrowth in small group communication. The courso includes lab-
oratory groups, structured and supervised activities, lecture,demonstrations, reading of related research, didactic litera-ture, substantive and procedural analysis of the laboratory
experience with reference to rolatLd empirical research.
Laboratory work will include wide range of supervised processmethods such as encounter, goal-directed, awareness and other
dovelopment methods.

Participants are required to hoop
journals of activity and reading. Meetings twice weekly for
throo hours each for first seven weeks and including a weekendretreat.

b. I will take full responsibility for my behaviors and attitudes
toward myself and others during this course. Lagroo to observeall rules and rc,ulations of the University ancf this cIn.ss for!chan12Ft of the tone 1rm enrolled.
Them are few if

any risks to my mental or physical health in
this situation provided I observe the following guidelines:1. No one currently treated for a serious distPrbanco partici-

pates. My application is my formal signed statement on this.
If it is not accurate nor true I assume the responsibility
for a dishonest application.

2. No consumption
of alcohol or othor arugs for the durationof the retreat.

I am informed that thno may to the usual minor risks to 'p,lyphysical health in traveling to and from the place of the ro-treat. Moro may also bo minor possibilitios of physical injury
at the place of tho rotroat. Mono of those are more or greater
that in any of the academic activity which involves my active)
participation and travel.

C. I am taking this courso solely for my own personal growth, educa-tion, and academic
accomplishmont and to achieve the bonofits as

outlined in the syllabus for the course. I am not in this courseto invostigato, gathor information, collect data on parsons orprocedures for the pirpono of novv1-:Ivo orl-Lir:m or attack by
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myself or anyone olso and will not continuo the courso if thosebocomo objoctivos.

d. I am not taking this course for therapy or to correct a psych-ological maladjustment.

e. I will take part totally in tho activity of the class. However,I reserve the right to refrain from direct participation fromspecific oxorcises (not written or roading assignments) iffool I will be offended or hurt in a tray I am unwilling torisk. When I do withdraw from
participation in an oxorciso,however, I will not leave the class nor tho group but will stayto observe and raise questions so that I may elect to continuomy participation in other activitios. I will not, however, re-fuse to fulfill the analytical and roading requirements of thocourse not to raise questions with the, instructor when I foolthey are gormain.

f. If, at any time, the course requirements become such that I can-not in good conscionco continue to participate I will drop the
course forthwith and give the instructor my' reasons.

g. I will provide the instructor an anonymous-and thorough analysisand critique of the course and his in3truction in all of the
dimensions involved.

h. I agree to attend all sessions of the course except in those
cases whore matters beyond

my control prevent me from attending.
This includes tho woekond rotroat at Monucha Conference Center.The Date of the Retreat is * . I agreeto pay the minimum costs of room and board for that wookond not toexceed $ZOO. I recognize that attending the retreat is a prere-quisite to receiving credit and that if I should miss this mooting ormore than three of the regular week meetings I must oither take anincomploto, drop or fail the course. Any inquiries I have about the
course will be expressed directly to tho instructor and I am assuredthat ho will do all ho can to give me accurate answers.

Date
Signed

Local Address

Phone Numb or whore you can bo roacned
Other contact information we might need if wo needed to got in touchwith you suddenly:

Class: Fr 0, Jr Sr Cr Sp Ago Sox

ID Number

Dates -for Nonucha Rotroats:
:11 Term 1974: Nov. 1,2,3, 1974
Winter Term 1975: Fob. 14,15,16, 1975
Spring Torm 1975: Ply 2,3,4, 17/5
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Sp 323 GROUP 1iI3CUSSIO

Introduction

The general goal of tho course is TO Daa0P o1oR:.:11.7:SS OF. So:.SITIVITY
TO 0.) JKIIL Ii f 1)LIITG T!.1,11 PTRI /;'il P.;:RSOL L;OCIoLO:.co,
P;iOC. COolaWIG TRM J.;!ACTOR3 T oFFZCT GROUP
DTjCUSSIO DiTCTIO,S, GROUP Lo:o.SHIP. GROUP G1O 1r1J :1)
and PaRL,OoL GI.OoTh aria list of some of tho general
areas of possiblo study and oxloration is found under tho section of
Theory uork on the assumption that prior to the conscious
and specific attempts to acquire, add to or rofino discussion and leader-
ship communication skills it is useful to be amaro of and sensitive to
the dynamic properties of group behavior.

The study of our small grow communication behavior and the development
of our individual discussion skills and understanding cannot be undor
taken in isolation from the examination of the self mithin each of us
and the encounter of the self mith the others mithin tho group. Con -
toneorary educational theory places a great deal of cmphasis on "reality"
oriented or "hors and nom" axporioncos and in the examination and valica-
tion of these experiences. This class is aimed to provido a deeper
understanding of ourselves as communicators mithin the context of the
small group processes. These are dovolopcd through a combination or
planned and unplanned oxporiencos and critical examination of those
through demonstration, discussion, stUd f related research, and analysis
of the oxporienco in terns of contamoorary theory. Research suggest this
is a usofUlMay to learn theory and skill.

The Cosign of the course) provides for sovoral typos of coolorionce.

1. Special lectures domonstrations and related materials and struc-
turod participation experiences are designed to assist in developing
concepts and hypothosos about the nature of group procossos you
experience and your relation to then.

2. A laboratory designed mith solf-amaronoss and oncountor oxporiencos
within a group. oorson is fro() to discover his oun behaviors
and porcoptionn related to group discussion pocosson, group struc-
turn, communication, and amarenoss by oxoloring, experimenting-, and
testing mithin the franomork of the laboratory.

3. a thorough analysis of the laboratory oxporionco by you during and
at the end of the courso through various' instruments and methods.

4. Soocial roading from aosionod texts and oalocted books and articles.

DE;!.-3lOPM1 iT YTI.)

:ions Gossionn or parts of oossions of the class mill be devoted to a
discussion and pros ontation of theory rationale surrounding the study
of group communication procosoos. Some of this mill be via lecture,
some by discussiono, some+ by domonstrations, role nlaying, guru playing,
and othor activities. The soocific subject mattor of the theory sessions
mill bo dotoimincd by uhat is ha000nint :in the laboratory sessions.
'areas of possible oxploration aro diflicult to dotormino in advance.
Topics usually range around. the following:
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Caanunication Processos, nor no

"available" for cobllunication interaction
-Verbal and non-verbal cmalunication
-Feedback processes for correction and accuracy of cannunication
(we assume that the whole course deals with a myriad of foi,As of
intorporsonal communication)

Rociy amreness and non-verbal communication
- 30dy alrarenoss ane. communication

- :don-VoiO3a1 communication of body, voice, place, timo,etc.
--Methods of relaxation and physical control
-Sources and cloveloont of "Psychic" energy
- Chantin7 as a tlothod of awareness and group interaction.

Dothois of Learning and Development

-Gestalt methods of personal crowth
- Transactional analysis
- big nerp;eties

-Ps ychosynthesis

-Creating change in self and others
-:!Mcounter and Sensitivity growls

:.traronoss and Dovolopment
-Getting into the soli' oxploring our real inner world
-Self revelation and disclosure
-Risk taking;
-Decision raking
- Probiru solving

- Freedom and confmAity in groups
- Dependency vs independency

-Relating self to othors
- Sell' actualiation in group training processes
- myself and the "groupsolf"
-Hostility and anger
- Flight and Fight behavior in groups

-Problems of "re- entry" and relating to those without comparable
experience

Group Process

-Dimensions of grow_) growth and dovolopnent (inclusion, control,
affection)

-The Rroup as meditation
-Group decision making
-Group problem solvin;
-Role behavior and group productivity
-Group cohesion
-Feedback and group effectiveness
-Group motivations
- Conflict within and 'letwoon groups
-4thics of group process training
Here and Vow vs There and Thc)n..s.41u, ohomnamlnllyrx a group

Leadership and. ..uthority

- The nature of influence
-The role of authority
- Leadership skills
-Lcadorship Theory
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T:$ In 0i. TORY

The encounter laboratory sessions are unique in that the group willbegin with methods of nonvtrbal interaction. idghor levels of com-
munication trill be explored from these early encounters with the prob-loms of self avaronoss, revelation, and communication.

The discovery and oxoloration of the personal and group properties are
encouraged through the sensitivity group approach or, as we call it,
the ..roountor. Laboratory. This oxoorionco involves considorablo invest-igation of the effects that each of us havo on ourselves and others in
ordor to bettor assess our own leadership and,porformance potential.

How is this done? Tho structure of the Ehcountor Laboratory group, theroles of each member of tho group, the determination, definition and
description of the soocific r'oals and other factors are to he ootorminoby the group itsolf. The control concontoGtion of the -,;neountor Labora-tory is to enable each

group member to participate in dealing with theproblems of his own growth and development and of the group processinsido the group and to examine) that orocoss in transit.

::hat do we talk about in the Encounter Laboratory group? The essentialsource of subject matter
for the discussion by tho group is within thesmut) itself. Your group has time, space, intrapersonal, inlerporsonol, andprocess citimnsionri . Its time boundaries aro from the moment the laboratory

group is born at its first
session as a new social entity to the moment

thegroup dios_at the end of the course. Its space .dimhnsions are boundedby the rooms or areas in which the group moots. Its intraoersonal dimensionsare dotormincd by
personality structures of each person within the group.

Its intornm'sonal dimensions
are determined by the interaction of the

group members with each other. Its larocess dimensions are determined by
the communication,

leadership, decision making, problem solving and behav-ioral functions performed by each mombor of the group.

SO, THE 4.M?.11Tr.L 04(WC'fiTR:TIO OF ATTUTIO 1:UST OUR 0R7 PERSOP:ALAM GROUP PROC3SSS. Talking about other groups or other persons inother sottings appears to have limited. use in understanding the group
in which we will be currently participating. This particular collectionof characters does not exist in any other time soaco. or context.
Thus, it is a. relatively

useless abstraction to attempt to deal with
other groups and yourself at other times. atlHoUTOR OF' THIS GFOU? ISTHE WLY 2oSIC RT.7,11.7 POTIT MT ALL 1,aszo 7.1:; G;IDUP TV\-4. ITIS i;u33aY TT ,,LL PA1t5UCH

Thcro is no counterpart
or similar typo of group in any i'iold of endeavor.The 1!"hcounto Laboratory
Group of this particular class at O.S.U. uses auniquo but thoroughly tooted method for dovoloping porsonal sensitivity,

understanding, and skills. The character of the r'roun cannot be used forthe usual task purnoses. Its prime and most usoful form is in a training
or porsonal learning and growth context. ivlany people, to their despair,have tried to make training laboratory encounter groups out of formal
work groups or task groups. :bile the undorstandinfrs and the skills
acquired in a traininp: laboratory encounter r,roun aro and must ho. use -,
rui in work r,rou,s. feu of tho "enorol techniques become obvious as Ile
make the transition to the task group sottin^.
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So, the subject matter of our laboratory group is the HERE AND NOM
That is, our main area of exploration is the nature, the proccssos, the
personnel, and the methods of determining and dealing with problems andrelated matters of oursolvos and our group in this place and at thistime. There is no other common experience that everyone in your group
has together and thus no other basic referent of experience.

Analysis of the Laboratory Experience

The analysis of the experiences of the laboratory encounter is a vitalpart of the course. Several methods will be encouraged and used.
Among these are specific rating instruments, a journal-workbook, a syn-
thesis of the total experience, feedback in the group, "processing'
sessions whore each person is free to discuss his feelings, perceptions,
and judgments without being evaluated.

One of the more important methods you are'to use is the development of
hypotheses about your own and others' behavior. The next section deals
with how this is done. Your hypotheses are a required part of your
workbook and your synthesis.

THE POSTURE OF HYPOTHESIZING

If wo_know all the answers to the complicated processes of interpersonal
and interpersonal communication interaction in group settings, things
would be quite diiforent in our society. The hard fact is that wo are
really in a primitive stage of development in both theory and practice.
Many theories abound and you can almost go r'smorgasboard" among the many
possibilities. Most all of the theories have some rational base in
experience and judgment but many of them have been misused and misunder-
stood.

Many methods and techniques have arisen out of research and investigations
into human behavior. But all of them at some time or another began with
some event that caused a person to question its cause, source, effect,
SIGNIFICANCE, UNIVERSALITY, ETC.

The development of a hypothesis about those factors becomes one of the
most useful tools in learning and understanding the whole spectrum of
behaviors that go to make up discussion and interpersonal communication
processes. In this course, you will be expected to develop at least
two hypotheses per session concerning the events, conditions, and reac-
tions that are taking place in you and your group.

A hypothesis precedes, in time, the development of a theory and a theory
comes before the establishment of a rule or principlo. You should seek
from the research literature, what theory exists and what principles
maybe operating in any situation. But more significantly you will
establish hypotheses about our own personal experiences and feelings.
It is this attitude of "hypothesizing" that is essential to a success-
ful and useful experience in this laboratory.

An Example

Look for a moment, at some general stages in the development of a
theory:
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We become involved personally in an ovont, and
* (In a small committee, Jim notices that when ho disagreed with

the majority of the group, there seemed to be an increasing
pressure on him from the other members.)

2. Respond with feeling or reaction to the experience.
* (Jim felt a bit irritated at this and tended to fight back

which, in turn, created more tension in the group and in him).

3. We then have a desire to understand what happened and why, and
(His fighting back did not seem to resolve the problems and Jim
became curious as to why this happens and whether it was a
particular personality problem of his own or a general condition
that had some universal significance.)

4. Begin to question and inquire about the actual nature of the
EXPERIENCE. This leads us to
(Jim, therefore, asked others of his group about their exper-
iences in the same group and did some preliminary reading in
an attempt to find-if others had experienced or observed the
same or a similar condition.)

5. Attempt a description of the experience as objectively as possible..* (He then attempted to describe, factually, the behaviors, feeli4gs,.
and conditions that were prior, current, and after the event(s)
that he experienced.)

6. From this we find an emerging general hypothesis about that
happened and why.

(After describing the situation and joking at it as objectively
as possible, he wrote a "preliminary" hypothesis as follows.
("When an accepted member of a group holds or expresses opinions
contrary to the majority, there will be an increasing pressure
on the dissenter to conform.')

7. A search for data follows with our search leading to others'
experience along similar lines. This search includes a compar-
isonof similarities and differences in the data and the hypothesesof others. Laybo at this point, also, there is a revision of the
original general hypothesis to more specific terms.
(Jim then explored some of the literature on conformity, in-
cluding the studies by Asch, Festinger and others. Among these
studios ho found some evidence that:
a. In groups whore all agree except one person, that person

tended to conform rather than risk tho displeasure of his
colleagues.

b. In groups where there was a deviant, there appeared an in-
creasing amount of communication directed toward the deviant
in attempts to bring him back into the group until the deviant
was either returned to the majority view or was seen as rejecting
it entirely. In the latter case, communication toward the deviant
would tend to cease and he would be rejected by the group, etc.
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0. Than if tm am ',oih7 into acHvanced research pc attcmot to tent
the irmothesis by further obnervatlallajlither eroerinental,
field, or oersonal situations.
(Than, in his own grou9, Jill tested his hypothesis by purposely
opposing the group on sovoral occasions and uatching what took
place not only with the others of the grouo but with his will
feolinfts. ire also as!ced. several of his friends to eo likaJise,
in other groups, and to r000rt to him their observations. Then
groups could be identified and observed.)

9. The results of this further observation nay lead to rejection
or reinnorcement of the hypothesis. or a kurther revision on
the basis of the discovered cats.
(The results of the observations in the "exporinents" seemed
consistent uith Jim's first hyoothosls. There uere, hopnver,
some changes that caused him to revise his earlier statement to
"Confoinity .oressures develop in relation to the degree of deviance
from the group norm or standard and tho deviant either accopts or
rojects the li.essures by (a) staying in the grou and continuing
to fight on moderate terms. (b) uithOrawin or retreating from the
group when the differences were great; or (c) organizin an
opposition sub-rouo to ;give him support in his strw;gle with the
majority."

10. We then attempt further testily-, throuu,h exoorilent and observation
OF SITUTIOPS ;'WD CO=T

* (Jim than set about testing these factors in specific groups of
uhich he was a member and. eventually did. a graduato research thesis
on the subject.)

11. ipentually, 'me either rolc2..c.tac22.22.0tray or b1711d
it into a theory or hole it in abeyance until ,further information
can be r:athored- !ellen a. hynothosi "tests out" froouontly onnurrh,
it bo7ins to take on the chaacter of a thonly anr. can bo u!;e0 to
orediet behavior in similar situations._Si.e., it is a. Imothosis_
that has ",.rmni uo a bit.")
(Ls a result of this thesis research, Jim confinled the probabil-
ities of both his revised hypothesis and those of the other writers.
This added to the body of suneort that tended. to increase the
possibility that the conceot would bocoiao a real full-bloun theory
of intorpersonal behavior.)

In this class, we aro attempting to orovide you 7ith a "here and now"
type of experience from which You uill draw or dovolop hvooth000s about
the uav nee plc bohavo andcmlmunicato in thmo rrYOU0S. 1-11.10 you will
not have time to develo) these into full-blown theories, you *.rill. find.
that some of ',four tiv)otheses are su000rtod or rejected by other:; and
you'll have a eloaier ,nuotion of their usefulness in landon:tandin
intoil)nonal Lohavior in iheo to faco Ctiscurlsion 7rouori.

You 17:111 make tentative hyeethenes about the behovior of rour on1
.,rout and its mon'Dors_for each of the laborator7.,,,Irouo nectinf,s,
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Process lior!cbook

Journal

You will examine the processes inside of you and inside of your
group as carefully as possible. The essential examination should
take 'lace in the laboratory itself. To assist in this examination
you are to keno a workl:,00k or 'ournal.

In this journal you are to keep descriptive accounts of your own per
ceptions and feelings during each laboraEery group meeting. This
Journal is a oorsonal matter and the only persons with whom it is
shared are the instluctor(s) and training assistants. The Journal
must be organized. into

the following divisions for each moetinr of
the laboratory grouo:

a. Identifvin,! Date
ITTato and place of the laboratory session.

(2) Persons present at the session.

be ,account (on the left side column.ef a2a(2.:0)

;,11 account of *.what tvansoirod at the session. This account
should be written as allicz,-tiy27r as possible. It should
attempt to7:doscribe who did. what, and when, and how it was
done, and others' reaction to it.

c. Reaction (on the right side colunn - parallel to the event
involved)

frank and honest report of your personal feelings, inter-
pretations, reactions to others and to the events that took
place This should include attaaots to ex-
plain your own behavior, to uneorstand it, and to raiso
questions about it. It should, bo refloctive and sub,ioctivo.
It should. ra?resont as thorough a record of your personal
responses as you can .provide.

d. Hvoothesis (a separate section or at end of each entry)

....§tatement of II-Toone:73in that reflection on the daves
laboratory sessil5Hlcac, you to develop. Emery session
should have at least t7;!() such hvoothe-sis re)57- hoc

e. Camnontaylr: A dialogue with ideas
(1) things you see as related to this ex?erionoe.
(Z) Questions or insight:3 about your rolationshios with

other people.
(3) The Imy you are resoonding' torneaningful events in

your 11-re outside the class,
('+) Inner dialoguos with yourself, dreams you want to rocord,

iflagely which ca,des to you Ouring the experiences,
fantasies, diagrams and creative ideas coming out of
the e-Irt)crience, and notes or records of techniques of
meditation, orocess development, PITO intor,esenal
intowl.o.1-Aong a iik,ottarvio.
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f. Growth Experiences, possibilities and 'plans

(1) Instances whore you have ext)eriencedae,
and/or awareness of yourself and relation to others.

(2) Notes on those instances Lthereoseiyourolla
will in your experience and your strengths and weak--
nesses.

(3) Techniques you can use for further growth.

(4) Any uoak
experiences" encountered in this session.

(5) Specific 22rsonal hanguus of your agn which you areaware of anra7Fica :731177,5777767k.
(6) Any quotations or neat sayings, pictures, etc. which

seem to fit the moment and the experiences. (Like the
Peanuts Cartoons, etc.)

:1/
g. ELe222You Go from Here in this group

This Journal is of great importance in the total scheme of the class.
The depth and thoroughness

of your Journal will reflect in part the
degree to which you are exploring the experience in ananalytical way.lhas material is vital in preparing your final synthesis.

h. Also place in your journal all the instruments and rating sheets
as requested in the Summa?. of RcouirementF.!, and the work-sheet
record.

CAUTION1

DURING THE IAEORAIORY ACTIVITIES YOU ARE NOT TO TAKE COPIOUS NOTESt
DOING SO INTERRUPTS THE FLOW OF DISCUSSION AND INTERFERES WITH YOUR
REACTIONS TO WHAT IS TAKING PLACE. A word or two to help you re-
member is all you should record durinp. the discussion. The Journal
should be put together as soon after the discussion as possible so
that you will be able to remember and recall events. But PLEASE DO
NOT ALLOTtI/OURSELF TO BECOME PREOCCUPIED WITH TAKING NOTj DURING
THE LABORATORY PERIODt
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OTIMis;WODS

!mother instrument i:or the analysis of the Iroccss can ho tape r:scoredng.You may uso a tape recording machine to record each :ession. Theplayback of the tapo can help you to loot:
more objectively at the dis-cussion. _Iv' rocorCed by your group are yrivy to your group andthe instructor during the course. Tape0 syntheses, howovor, are notaccovtcd.

In addition to the
locture-demonstrations, you can find extensivebibliographies, articles, and books relating to research and theorybuilding in the areas of grou:) procoss anc leadershio. You shoulduse these materials to assist you in analyzing and intorpreting theevents that occur.

R];:DING RI: TORTS

YOU ..11,3 ITPUIT.VD TO R!;,.D TL:sT 1-1001(3 T:U; C'OURGT, S00;? ' SPO3SIDL3. Oi YOU TO 31):1:13 STLaiii;;'TT:; YOU
COi:1)L3T,W T.;".; TJZT

dritton r000rts o2 all 7.:en0.1117:3 othor than the text :laterials arc tobe nado and sulmittee to tho instructor with your synthese. Usetho following form in makin:7; these reports:

-uthor

Documentation Title of ,qticlo and i2ook Topic

,bstract of Latorial

valuation of the Sinificanee of the Laterial

* reading roports aro to bo made a part crr your journal and indexed.

There are several
contemporan! Journals which you should rTt the habitof reading. You bo o::-.0ected to bo with the followingJournals:

Journal 2.nhavioral Science, Vol. 1 toJournal of Counicatien
Psychology Tooay

3ohavior
Journal o;.-Social It;CUOS
Journal of bison -al and Social Psychology
3TC. Roviow of Gonoral Semantics.
Synthesis

presont

Torts : Se'rult: , :ncountor
fold

Human Interae ti.on In The 5ria.11 Group SAting,
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FOT.3 0:. GRDIITT

You will not bo grade:'.. on your class oarticioation. You nust be oresont,but the nature, extant, and DonQtioos o your particioation aro up to7P9u and cannot bo jud-;o6 by
anyono but ycol. (7hriouo self- Analysis shootsaro a ,art of your final synthosio)

Thus there is no ";;radine of youractual class porfornanco. Thus you no free to oy:oorinont with newbehaviors all you vont - and not be, penalized if thcy don't wor!: for you.Actually you nay 'ain much that Tray if you oxanino the results careful]
and incordorato than into your reports and actual bohavior.

Grades for the course are detenninod. as follows:

1. Final synthos 15 : 70,, (This nust include submission of a conploto
Journal-70rkb00% as desoribod in this syllabus. 7ithout the completedjournal as ::upoortin ovidenco, no credit will be rIivon for the synthesis.)

Satisfactory affirmation that you have comploted the assif.Inod textroa6inc;s,

3. &tont of your outsi6o reading and accuracy with which it is roportodo
(I,n than 5 article F; 5 articles = D; 10 articles = C;articles = f; DO articloo = (1. boo!; = A)

:Into" 11 out sidle rbadiugs are to bo resorted as outlined in this
syllabus and included in the journal and dated as to when you readthe natorial.

bsonons bovond =91.212:211alilyyou and a 7rado of "F"
will ho rolvon unless you droo the course. You nay not niss tho
i,otroat and r,,ot credit for the course,

5. ilo grado will be [;ivon unless all roquiraoonts are net.

TO 5SGII1

You cannot be a casual oarticipant and !ot much out of this exporionco.You will nood to bo oveoont at oveov session to keen tract: of what isha000nino.. Tho o::oath and dovoloonont of the ;rouo is a siolnificantthin; to be a ,)art of and to watch. If you miss any 'curt, which nay atthe nonont sere usoloos, you nay be missin7 sow: hidden factors that latertrill bocamo critical to the 7,101.11) experience.

Ilcithor can you zraso chat is ooing on without readin for supplcmontaryinformation and careful attention to the lectures and demonstrations.Thoso-theory and analysis sessions avo"000n soason"for you. Youare mcocdtod to challonr the instructor to ouostion him caofullv in,odor that ,Lou uneerstand.

You nust be to challengo anel bo challoncd, to"lovol" with yourcollcaguos and inotructors in rosooct to your foolings and thoughts, tosuSl'or, to fiht, to love, to oxoorimont, to try next ideas and behaviors,
to test old ones, to lot your real. rollf kind exuiescion anti to join with
your laboratory colloa:suos in

sonloin!; an 11116ovntrtnOlno: of how rroups wori:throuoh your actual or:oorienco.
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SOME HINTS

FOR

GETTING THE MOST FROM

THIS PROGRAM
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GROT'D RHUS ioDii OUR GROUP SESSIONS

1. Everyone who is here belongs hero just because he is here. Thereis no other reason. (This is the prime rule. Nothing changes it.It depends on nothing else.)

2. New members become new members when they arrive. When they walkin and remain they become members. Whoever is hero belongs.

3. What is true for each
person is determined by what is in him, whathe feels directly, and finds to make sense within himself and theway he lives inside himself.

4. Decisions made by the
group must have everyone taking part in theircreation.

5. Our most important and our first purpose is to make contact with ourselves &each other. Everything else we may want or need comes second.

6. No one will repeat anything said here outside this group unlessit concerns only himself. What we say here is absolutely confi-
dential. This applies to everything done and said here, not just
obviously private things. After all, if any of us want others toknow something about

ourselves we can toll them about ourselves.

7. We try to be as honest
as possible with each other. We express

ourselves as we really are and really feel.

8. If we know things
area certain way, we do not pretend they are

not that way. We call it like it is.

9. We listen for more than words. We listen for the person inside
who is living and feeling.

10. The leader-trainer-facilitator
is responsible for two things only:a, He protects the belonging of every member.

b. He protects
every member's being heard if this is getting

lost.

11. We listen to everyone, including ourselves, from the inside and
the outside and in all the nonverbal dimensions our senses canperceive.

12. We seek to know ourselves
as a prerequisite to knowing others and

as a prerequisite to
communicating with others about ourselves.

13. We are free to experiment
with our own feelings and perceptions.

14. Our subject matter is us...in the hero and now. Our relationships
right now...not yostorday...or

tomorrow are the essence of oursubject.

15. We seek to become "open" people who can ronolvo frooly tho gifts
of others as well as eivo of ourselves.
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SOME RANDOM OBSERVATIONS ON AND ABDUT THE HERE AND NOW

By
John Koltner (Sam)

When someone tolls us to "Bo in the hero and notr2" it seems a littleobvious. But when we start trying to do it things get a little mixed up.Usually when wo ask people to deal with themselves and others in the"Here and Now" things begin
to got confused unless they are skilled atdealing with that kind of present. We keep getting the Here and Now mixed

up with the "There and Then". There are good reasons for dealing with
the Hero and Now under certain conditions. First, however, let's try to
clarify what being in the Hero and Now is like.

Notice tho two lists of things which may bo said in your group:

Hero and Now

-I like the way you look today.

- I'm fooling very angry with this
group.

I'm feeling upset and hurting,

You remind me of my Mother as you
talk and that makes me afraid of you.

- I'm really afraid to tell you about
myself.

-I feel you are talking too much.

-I'm fooling vory manipulated by you
and it's making mo angry.

-I want to know how you are feeling
right now in respect to what I'm
saying.

You look very withdrawn right now.

I:feel helpless bocauso no one seems
to want to talk about what is happen- are very unruly and thoughtless.
ing now. Everybody seems to want to
talk about something the rest of us
haven't seen or heaxd. of or experienced.

There and Then

You looked like a million yesterday

You guysnmado me mad at our meet-
ing the othor day.

I was upset the other day.

I was afraid of my Mother, shewas
always correcting me.

Telling people all about ones self
is a dangerous process.

I know a committee chairman who did
all the talking for his committe.

I used to have a teacher who couldn't
let us do a thing we wanted. That
behavior used to make us angry.

In our fraternity the men try to
talk about their feelings on the
night we have our meetings.

Did you go to the show last night?

I think the people at the Commons

etc.

You fill in !lomo moro
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Here and Now by Sam

So, get the idea? Let's soo if it fits into some generalizations
or principles which wo can use as guidelines for our work.

1. The here and now is the IMMEDIATE experience. It is not what
happened elsewhere at some other time to people who are not here now.

2. The here and now has to do with what is happening at the present
to those of us who are immediately available to each other.

3. It is the result or the present culmination of everything that
has gone before us in time and relationships.

4. It is the moment in time preceded by all other moments of our time.

5. Wo might think of it as tho boundary of our actual existence now.

Several conditions seam to be present when wo are involved in the
here and now:

1.. We are jointly engaging in some event or occasion which can be
perceived by all of us at once or immediately without attempting
to look at events prior to this event.

2 We are rosoonding to each other in the immediate present...right
this moment...as we see and fool. This requires a certain degree
of openness.

3. The responses we make to each other and the manner in which we
react and behave with each other make up our existential hero
and now.

What about the Past? Doesn't it have value?

Of course the past has value. But one of the things that is very
clear when people get together is that there pasts are hidden from each
other. If we are to develop understanding and. awareness of each other
we nood to got in touch with what is happening to us now. But, in doing
so, we cannot forgot that the past leads us to the now. Even so, no
recital of the past ()vents or feelings, etc. can express what is happen;.
ing to us now.

The past is a prime source of information generated by the scientist
when ho asks "WHY?" It provides him with a "Scientific" answer to problems
ho has posed.coming from his immoiate experiences with something. With-
out the immediate experience the scientist has no place to go. Thus, if
the scientist cannot describe what ho sees immediately in the microscope
he has very little to help him start to look for why that is what ho sees.

Therefore, when in training in interpersonal communication, asking
each other "Why?" reAlly amoufft:Ao ducking the process of identifying and
clarifying; what is actually happening right now of signifinance to all of
us. Aryl, nntil Ire 11,107,1 WhA4'. _LS WO ,10111% hAVO 11111(:11 to work from.
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What about the future?

What is happening now sets up the future. That is, it forms an
addition to past events which, whon manipulated in a logical manner
may lead us to Predict a future event but not to experience it. We
can only change our behavior in the now. Wo can plan to change it in
the future but until the act is done it is not changed. We cannot
change it in the past. So, now is the only time we can change behavior
or experiment with different ways of being.

Operating, and Functioninp. in the Now

What we do in the now may fall into tasks or behaviors with goals
(future desires but not necessarily predictions) coming from several
sources:

a. Externally imposed tasks, states, and actions.
b. Internally accepted tasks.
c. Internally initiated or imposed tasks.
d. Internally desired growth experiences.

In classes such as this (So. 111a) our function is to move toward
the internally desired and initiated growth experience and task. To
develop our skill in getting in touch with the immediate state of our
being and to derive from this state of being the tasks and the directions
of growth and achievement we choose to follow.

The functioning occurs in at least two dimensions: To perform at
these levels we

a. IN M AS AN INDIVIDUAL As "I am.."

-Direct our awareness on ourselves and our real needs at any
given moment,

-Direct our behavior at understanding the needs and the things
we are doing at any given moment of the present time.
-Direct our behavior at dealing with our needs through the
development of behaviors which better serve to meet these needs
than other forms of behavior we do this through the process
of experimenting with as many alternatives as possible. That
is why this kind of training or learning experience can be so
valuable and needs to be somewhat isplated from the "outside world."

So, What do we do?

1. Bring our needs out openly in the group through self disclosure.
a. This includes immediate feelings about ourselves and others

in the group.
b. Also, our desires and goals for the time wo have together.

2. Decide on how much we want to be included in the interaction
and tell tho ,O:hors pro:-.1ont sInst whore we are on this.
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3. Keep working on developing trust in ourselves and others.
4. Be willing to take risks...to fail in our interactions

to make mistakes.. knowing that the threat is not as great
here as on the "outside" and we can learn from this experience.

5. Be willing to tecognizeKtbellast
difference between I and thou...

and give 'hoe a place in my awareness and concern.
6. Take responsibility for my behavior at every moment.
7. Novo toward and away from others...as we actually feel...and

be honest with our feelings as we do this.

Some Negative and Positive Wa s of dealing with the Here and Now

The problems we face in dealing with the here and now are usually
always how much we wish to ho included in the group, how much trust we
have for the others in the group, how much risk we are willing to take
with ourselves, and how much we wish to disclose of our immediate feel-
ings and thoughts as well as our past. All of those are problems in
dealing with the here and now. Not dealt with adequately they becomereal barriers to getting into the here and now with reasonable value.

We avoid these problems and the here and now by at least threemethods:

a. Approach-avoidance going toward and backing away at
the same time.

b. Fighting,

c. Flighting.,.or running away... or going back into the past...
because nothing can be done about the past. It is dead...
gone..!rfinished...and is only a memory.

In order to deal with these and other problems in order to growin our personal skills and awareness we need to be constantly monitoring
our present state of being and constantly reporting on that condition
to the others who are sharing this experience with us. We need to deal
with ourselves and with each other as we are actually at the moment we
are in contact with each other rather than in terms of some fantasy or
imagined state of being.

SO...SO...SO...SO...

Group and personal growth comes when we have set aside the past,
ignore the future for the moment, and look straight at what is happening.
This kind of behavior is peculiar to this kind'of laboratory training
ONLY11111 IT IS. NOT A SUBSTITUTE FOR TASK GROUPS OR VaIRK GROUPS OF ANY
KIND. Task groups work with tho past-present-future as well as growth
during the development of their tasks. Hopefully, if wo learn how to
deal with the present we can more adequately deal with the past and:Tutus. And so, deal with the living present.

don't you think wo can see each other

once in a while in the here and now?"

J.S. Gull
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FEEDBACK AND OONFDDNV,TION PRINCIPLES(excerpted from Paiyiaa, by George R. Each and Ronald M. Deutsch, AvonBooks, 1970, pp. 202-3.)

1. Be specific when you introduce a gripe.

2. Don't just complain, no matter how specifically: ask for a reasonable
chance that will relieve the gripe.

3. Ask for and give foedback of the major points, to make sure you aroheard, to assure your partner that you understand what he wants.

4. Confine yourself to one -issure at a time. Otherwise, without profes-sional guidance, you may skip back and forth, evading the hard ones.

5. Do not be . lib or intolerant.
Do open to your own fooling, and

equally open to your partner's.

6. as consider copipromiso.
Remember, your partner's view of reality

may be just as real as yours, even though you may differ. Them arenot many totally objective realities.

7. Do not allow
counter-demands to enter the picture until the originaldemands are clearly

understood and there has been clear-cut responseto them.

what
8. Never assume that

you know^your partner is thinking until you havechecked out the assumption in plain language; nor assume or predict howho will react, what ho will accept or reject. Crystal-gazing is notfor pairing.

9. Don't mind-rape. Ask. Do not correct a. partner's stetoment of his ownfeelings. Do not tell a partner .that he should know or do or feel.

10. Never put labels on a partner. Call him neither a coward, nor aneurotic, nor a child. If you really bblieved that he vas incompetentor suffered from some hopeless basic flaw, you probably would not bewith him. Do not make sweeping,
labeling judgments about his feelings,

especially about whether or not they are real or important.

11. Sarcasm is dirty fighting.

12. Forgot the past and stay with the here-and-now. What either of you didlast year or last month or that morning is not ss important as what you
are doing and fooling now. And the changes you ask cannot possibly beretroactive. Hurts grievances and irritations should be brought up atTHE VERY EARLIEST 110TjENT OR THE PnaTIER FAS THE RIGHT TO SUSPECT TI I T TTHEY mAY HAVE PEEN SAVED CAREFULLY AS NEhPONS.

13. Do not overload your partner with grievances, To do so makes him feelhopeless and suggests that you have either boon hoarding complaints orhave not tholIght through what really troubles you.
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VI-. Meditate. Tako time to consult your real thoughts and feelings before
speaking. Your surface reactions may mask something deeper and more
important. Don't be afraid to close your oyes and think.

15. Remember, that thorn is never a single winner in an honest intimate
fight. Both either win more intimacy, or lose it.

SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR ENHANCING YOUR EXPERIENCE IN GROUP PROCESSES
(Adapted from work of Loon Fine and John Wallon)

A. Enhancing the Physical "Engager" With Each Other

a-1. TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR WHAT YOU DO AND SAY. Use words that
emphasize the taking of responsibility. Instead of saying, "I
can't," say "I won't." Instead of saying "I don't know how I feel,
say "I choose not to bo in touch with my feelings," If you are
quiet, it is not because of the talkative person, it is because
you choose to bo quiet and you choose not to interrupt and you
choose not to change the subject, etc.

a -2. BE AUTHENTIC. Do what you many fool, not what you fool others
expect you to do. (When you do now behavior, do not label yourself
as phoney, Now behavior will feel "not me" until you have incor-
porated it and made it your own.)

a-3. PEBSONALIZED. Change it to I or mu. Make all gondral statements
into personal statements.

a-14', CREATE A CLIMATE WHERE DIFFERENCE IS ACCEPTED. Do your of thing
and permit others to do their oIin thing. It is not necessary for
everyone to bo the same in order for you to be solf-dirocting and
free.

a-5. 11 0,2aT,, Tu EFILItVIORS THAT YOU WISH TO OCCUR IN YOUR GROUP.
Instead of tolling people how they should bohave (e.g., "Why don't
we all be moro open. "), model (show) this openness yourself. Be
the way you want others to be. Set the rules for your group bv
engaging in the behavior that you would like to coo accepted.

a -6. TUNE IN TO YOUR BODY. Accept your body signals as messages to
yourself. Are you aware of any tension or incipient movement?
Exaggerate the movement and see what you do.

a-7. USE ACTION AS A WMUNICATION. Show as well as toll. Do as well
as talk about. If you feel close to somebody, move close to him.
If you feel distanced by someone's comments, innediatoly move away
from him. If you fool out of it, close your oyos, or physically
move away from the group. Those actions are first stops in
communication. After moving you can then talk about how you felt
moving or others in the group can react or rolato to your movement.
The action should be user) an a communication.
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a-8. SUSTAIN TWO WAY 0101UNNICATION POSSIBILITIES. If you feel like
withdrawing, withdraw to a corner of the room, but do not leave
the room. This makes it evident that you want to withdraw or havo
withdrawn, but at the same time permits others to either respect
your withdrawal or to engage with you about your withdrawal. Ifyou leave, your communication is one-way and the communication
possibilities are closed for the moment.

a-9. TALK TO A PERSON INSTEAD OF ABOUT OR AT EDT. Be specific.
Look at the person eye to eyo and talk directly to him. Enhance
the JE.thou rolationship.

B. Enhancing Your Meanings and Helping Others to Respond.

is-4. MAKE STATEMENTS INSTEAD OF ASKING QUESTIONS. Avoid questions.
Often questions are indirect way:. of making statements. You will
be more effective if you make statements. The group will be more
effective if people in the group will monitor questions-askors
and ask them to convert their questions into statements. You can
still solicit information by making demands, for example: "Tell
me how you fecal"

b-2. If you must ask questions, ask HOW. How do you fool? How do you
experience? Where and how in your body do you experience? In
what behavior (how) do you want to engage?

b-3. DISPENSE WITH "WHY" QUESTIONS, whenever possible. Why questions
usually turn a person to sterile intellectualizing and move him
to rationalize about his behavior rather than acting on it.

b-4. USE BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTIONS. If a person is learning toward you
or away from you, you can describe his position relative to you.
If his voice is loud or soft you can describe its quality.

b-5. ASSUME THAT EVERY ODMMUNICATION IS UNCLEAR AND INDEFINITE.
Language and behavior messages only have apparent clarity. If you
make this assumption, then you will coo the need to continually
make porceotion-checks and oaraohrases. Restate in your own words,
in a fresh way, the essence of the other's message (paraphrase) and
find out if you are picking him up as he intends. If you are not
receiving him as he intends, then he now has this information and
the opportunity to do something to make himself more clearly under-
stood. If 'you have an impression about tho other person's emotional
state, recognize it as your impression. Describe the behavior you
see and toll him your impression and then check out to see if he is
exporiencing as you perceive. Try to find out about the other
person's internal stet° rather than to toll him who it is. Bo in
toup1114111LL22212:_ozaLill=ical state; with volmalimLpnor condition.
fake yourself more transparent to others by. describing than.

THE MOST USEFUL FEMB1CK TO YOUR FRIEND IS A BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION
of him rather than an inference about his underlying motivation tied
to a report of how you experience relative to him. That is, give him
information about you as well as about him.
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b-6. 111! ICE YOUR SV.TaiENTS SPECIFIC Ei'.THER THAN GENERAL, "You bumped
my cup." rather than "You never watch whore you're going."
TENTATIVE RATHER THAN APSOLUTE. "You seem unconcerned about
Jimmy." rather than, "You don't give a damn about Jimmy and neverwill."

INFORMING RATHER THAN ORDERLING. "I hadn't finished yet." rather
than "Stop interrupting me."

EXAMPLES OF HELPFUL ICI DS OF INFORI,TATION ARE:
BEHAVIOR DESCRIPII014S. Reporting specific acts of the other that
affect you. "You cut in before I had finished my sontence."
DESCRIBING YOUR 01-711 FEELINGS. "I fool blue." "I like what you
just said."

PERCFPTION-OHECKING Ra31017SES. Chocking with the other to dotormino
if your perception of his feelings is corroct. "Did my last statement
bother you?"

PARAPHRASE. Rephrase the other's comments about you to make sure you
understand them as ho intends them. Also, chock to make sure the
other understands your comments in the way you intend them.

In describing feelings you should try to describe them in such a
way that they are soon as temporary and capable of change rather than
as permanent attitudes. For example, "At this point I'm very annoyed
with yoU." rather than "I dislike you and I always will."

b -8. AVOID statements that sound as if they are information about the
other person but are really expressions of your own feelings coming
out as:

JUDGMENTS about the other. "You nover pay any attention."
NAME-CALLING trait labelling. "You' re a phony." "You' re too rude."
ACCUSATIONS. Inputing undesirable motives to othor. "You enjoy
putting people down." "You always have to be in the center of
attention."

COMMANDS and orders. "Stop laughing." "Don' t talk so much."
SARC.ASI.I. "You always look on the bright side of things, don't you?"
-(when tho opposite is meant.)

C. DEVELOPING and Dealing With the Here and Now

c -1 . USE BEI/MORS WHICH MOVE YOU INTO THE HERE AND NOW. When you
describe anothor person's behavior; when .you report on your internal
state; when you use action to communicato about how you fool at the
moment; and, when you look at a person and talk directly to him, you
are engaging in HERE AND -1\:OU behavior. As a rule, you will find that
emotional encounter takes place in the HERE AND NOW and that discuss-
ing past or future events is a way of distancing from others, or
retreating or "flighting" from the issue.
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c-2. YOUR AT.RENESS OF AN INTERWI STATE WITHIN YOURSELF IS A NFSSAGE
TrIalTbaJf. You should tune into it; share it; respond. to it.
Describe it to othors rather than interpret ("MY heart is beating
fast." rather than "I am anxious.")

c-3. DO THE THING THAT YOU ARE AFRAID OF AND THEN DEAL WITH THE
OON3P,QUENOES OF YOUR FEHAVIOR. A good assumption is that you have
'capacities in excess of your expectations. The only way that you
can discover that this is true is to take a risk and engago
creatively in behaviors that you see as beyond your capability.

ANXIETY IS OFTEN A SYNP1O11 OF REHEARSING FUTURE BEHAVIOR. If
you engago in the behavior the anxiety will dissipate. If
you fool anxious you can interpret this as a sign of danger and
then you will engage in avoidant or defensive behavior. The
same cues which you interpret as anxiety are often bottor translated
as signals of excitement; that you are about to enter into now
territory; that you are about to engage in now behavior with unknown
consequences. If you interpret your discomfort in this way, then
you will be more likely to take croativo risks. You will be moro ready
to attempt new behaviors and to move beyond the limits which you
have previously set upon yourself.

D. Relating to Each Other

d -1. TELL FOI:r YOU FEEL. TELL HOW YOU DTERIENCE. Avoid making
interpretations. Toll the person tho effect he is having on you,
but avoid telling him what's going on inside him. If you must
interpret, first give the observable behavioral data which has .

led to your inference, then give your inference.

d-2. INTERPRETATIONS ARE OFTEN PROJECTIONS. That is, we interpret the
other person in the light of our' own dynamics. RULE: IF YOU
INTERPRET AFDUT ANOTHER PERSON, THE RULE IS TEAT YOU THEE HAVE TO
SAY THE EXACT SANE THING AEOUT YOURSELF AND TEST IT OUT AS. A PROJECTION.
You must say all the words again about yourself that you said intor-
proting the other person. If the statement does not fit, you do not
have to own or keep it. If it does fit about yourself, then you
should declare that in addition to making an interpretation about
somebody else, you aro also revealing something about yourself.
Group members need to monitor this and to take responsibility
that tho rule is kept. To repeat: whonevor anyone makes an
interpretation first test it out as a projection by saying it
about yourself. If it still applies to the other person then give
the behavioral descriptive ovidonco, underline your intorprotation
to support your inference. Thoso doscriptivo behaviors may then
bo consequently validated by chocking out if other people in the
group share your ohF;orwations.
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d -3. DONtT BE HELPFUL. This is not to say that you cannot be considorato,
concerned, and available. It means that wo want to provido a climate
in which a person can discover that hokIn do for himself; that ho
can bo self-directing; that ho has strengths and potentials and self-
resources which he does not fully utilize. It means that wo engage
with each other with the assumption that the other person has strength.
Too ready willingness to bo helpful to the other implies that you
expect that the other cannot help himself. Being " helpful" blocks
the opportunity for both of you to discover that ho does havo the
ability to be self-directing.

d.4. Consider the System in which you are operating. For example, a
talkative person seems to dominate the group. If you examine
whatts happening youtll find that people iceop engaging the talkative
member. Thoy ask him questions or talk with him about his talka-
tiveness, or fight with him in order to got him to bo quiet. These
behaviors keep the process going and suggest tiltt the "problem" has
some utility for the system. (If the talkative member becomes quiet,
then the quiet members would have to talk.) THE CONDITION MAY BE
CHANGED NOT BY FORCING THE OTHER PERSON TO BE DIFFERENT, BUT BY YOUR
ENGAGING IN A DIFFERENT WAY.

E. Develqping and Maintainin7 Ooonness

e-1. TRY TO CONVEY THAT THIS ENCOUNTER INDICATES THAT YOU VALUE YOUR
RELATION WITH THE OTHER PERSON AND WISH 10 1NPROVE IT BECAUSE IT
IS JEFORTNT.

e-2. AIM AT CREATING A SHARED UNDEESTANDING OD' YOUR RETATIONSHIp, You
wish to know how the other werceives and fools about your actions.
You wish him to know how you perceive and fool about his actions.

OPENNESS INVOIATB RISK-TAKING. You cannot receive a maximum
guarantee with minimum risk. Be willing to risk your self-esteem,
being rejected or hurt by tha other, etc. If the relationship is
important to you. Do not ask that the other person guarantee not
to becomo angry or feel hurt by your comments. You must be willing to
risk his being himself -- whatever ho feels -- in the effort to make
the encounter into a.learning situation for both of you.

p-4. THE DISCUSSION SHOULD BE HOHCOERCIVE and not an attempt to get
others to change. Each person should use the information as he
sees fit. Your attitude should not be "Whets wrong and whots
right?" but "What can I learn from this discussion that will make
our working together more productive and more satisfying?"

e-5. TIT:IG IS UORTANT. Share reactions as close to the behavior that
aroused them as possible so that the others will know exactly what
behavior is being discussed. For example, behavior during the
encounter itsolf can bo commented on, e.g., "what you just said is
the kind of remark that makes me fool pushed away."
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o-6. DISCUSS DISTURBING SITUATIONS AS THEY OCCUR rather than saving up
massive accumulations of hurt foolings and annoyanco and dumping
them on the othor all at one time.

SONE ADDITIONAL Q ES IMITATIONS PRON t.111RIFAL SCHIFF1711.1,1'S G??STA LT SELF-TITRAPY

Examine yourself on a 1-10 scale in terms of tho following opposites :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Tough Gentle
Suspicious Trusting
Stupid Clear
Ugly Beautiful
Dependont Indopendent
Sensitive Good Sport
Undersexed Oversexed
Authoritarian "Democratic"

"Acting out judgmental feelings always creates a barrier to cummunica-
tion. It separates you from the other person, keeps him at eras length."
(N. SchiIfnan, GESTALT SELF-THERAPY. Self-Therapy Press, 1971, p.68)

Modes of judgmental acting out are:

DisapprOving

Criticizing
Scolding
Showing "shock"
Showing "outrage"al
Condosconding
Teaching

Helpful Mot me teach you how to behave." "I like what you did.")

Labelling
Categorizing

Describing other's character

Playing "lawyer" is also a stumbling block to communication.
right -- he's wrong." otc.)

Blaming is a process of avoiding an
botweon "parent" and child."

(I'm

inner confrontation with conflict

The need to control is a neurotic trait. The controller fears the
unpredictable. Ho is intolerant and contemptuous. of his follows and
is threatened by autonomous, self-directed people. "A puppot-mastor
in a world of puppots is a lonely creature." (M. Schiffman, p. 85)
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Controlors use anger, blackmail, manipulations, appeasing, non-
sexual seduction, soxual seduction, brain-washing, playing paront,
and playing chile.

The controlling porson:

a. Cannot tolorato daily events; but thinks obsessively aboutchanging them.

b. Cannot tolerate others' thoughts, feelings, actions; but thinks,obsessively about changing them.

C. Is repolled by details in others: physical appearanco, theirdress, talk, laugh, ac. He is judgmental about others' lifestyle: too reactionary or too conforming or too off-boat; too
fastidious or too slovenly; too difforont from you.

d. Feels compulsively
responsible for changing events and people,

suffers intense disappointment, frustration, obsessive thinking
or anxiety when experiencing failure. (M. Schiffman, p. 90)

The courage to fail allows us to have deeper feelings and to grow.

"This phobic attitude toward failure distracts us from our deeper
feelings, keeps us from growing. Adversity, pain, can be therapoutic
only when we darn to experience, our true emotions. To fail from timo
to time in work, love,

friendship, parenthood, is part of the humancondition. When we stumble and fall and pick ourselves up again we learn to
know and accept ourselves. This kind of self-awareness brings us closer toothers, morn accepting of their weaknesses: it makes us more human.

But whon we focus on the shame of failure we are yarding off feelings
that enrich us; we dehumanize ourselves. The only way we can avoid
painful feelings is to cover them up, push them down whore they will
add to and aggravate earlier hidden emotions, make us more neurotic.

If wo pool away tho layer of shame and fool what lies underneath, if westop focusing on the problemof success and failure, and experience allthe emotions stirrod up by this misfortune, we can take a big stop
forward in our personal growth. (N. Schiffman, p. 101)
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THE THIRD BEING IN DYADIC COMMUNICATION: Existence

Encounter, Essence, and the Knowledge of the Process of Being.

By

John W. Keltner

Oregon State University

( A Commentary originally stimulated by the paper of John Stewart
entitled "Where are Our Roots? Crucial Questions in the Application
of Growth-Promoting Communication in the Dyadic Setting." )

Warren S. McCulloch in a brilliant and penetrating commentary on the
work of Eihard Von Domarus, said that

...The relations we are interested in are inherently
triadic...and we need to create a logic which will
handle triadic relations. ( "A believes B is C; A 1

knows that B is C; A sold B to C; A gave B to C." )

Referring to the work of Charles Saunders Pierce, McCulloch describes
the condition in the following manner:

...The relation of intention is crucial...There does not
exist a logic that handles intentional relations properly.
There is no calculus for it...

There is a noble gas--helium. It's got no hands out;
it stays by itself. There is an ignoble one--hydrogen.
It's got one hand out. There's another one--flourine.
It's got one hand out. You can make the two hook up as
Hydrogen-Flouride. Each had just one hand out.

Sometimes you will find an atom that has two hands
out, like oxygen. There you can make chains of them,
and you can even join the ends of the chain and make loops
of it. There ends its possibility of structure. Helium
has a perfectly good. logic for particles. Those with
one hand out will give you minute structures. Those
with two hands out give you the strings. The moment you
go to an atom that has three hands out, however, you can
build a molecule with any number of hands out. You simply
take the one that has two hands here another one that has
two hands there, and you hook tnem ta;;ether by their third
hands. Thus ouL of two triad!3, you make a tretrad, and you
can build indoffmdtely. if you are ;oin to build in three
dimensions, you'll want ::emoLhing like carbon; its got four
hands out, and you can get three-dimensional. structures.
For t hs e kinds of relations, we do not have an appropriate
logic.

McCulloch summarises in this manner:
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The relations we need are triadic, not diadic,
Once you give me triadic relations, I can make N-adic
relations; but out of diadic relations, I can't go
anywhere. I can build strings and I can build circles,
and there it ends...
...How do things really get organized? They don't do it by
the simple structural roles that we are able to dream up
in our logic. The problem is one of relations for which
we do not have a proper mode of thinking. I don't care
whether it is knots or water molecules or human behavior...

Long ago, Heinze Von Foerster made a movie that
is four-dimensional. Small children accepted it and had
no trouble with it. The adult refused it. He gets retinal
rivalry; he does something else to wipe it out, but he
won't tolerate the fourth dimension in his visual field.
He's got two eyes; so has a child. Two eyes should be
able to give you a four-dimensional field to work with. We
have trained ourselves to live in a reduced sense, and it's
very hard, once you've got those goggles on, to take them
off again. I think if we start with a small child and keep
his ability to think as rich as it nauurally is, we could make
great strides. We are probably not as bright as we were when
we were five years old.-/

These concepts open up a whole new way of looking at interpersonal

interaction and communication.

The development of self actualized persons who are in touch with

their "now" state of being must become more of a central factor in our

education efforts. We need to be in direct and knowing touch with

those instruments, structures, existences, etc, which function CURRENTLY

to bring substance to our being. Prefixes and antecedents to the pre-

sent moment of living are not particularly useful as a basis of under-

standing reality. I enjoy the history of men and things and ideas as

I would a story or in a search for past experiences which may help me

understand my present being. I try not to fall into the trap of feelinR

and believing that the past is also the now. The past is done and

cannot be operated on, changed, nor maneuvered except in fantasy and

fiction. It can be studied only through artifact and/or symbols and

reinterpreted as new immediate moments give us added interpretive tools.
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It does not, however, load us to an understanding of the intentional

aspects of our communication behavior in any given moment. That is,

my reason for acting in any given moment cannot be fully understood

by knowing my past actions.

So, I want to look at the dimensions of our "now" living..."Now"

present...and very much a part of every dyadic interaction.

I think McCulloch was attempting to challenge us to come up with

better assumptions than we have worked from up to now. I must remember

that McCulloch as a nourophysiologist, was coming from a sot of

assumptions quite similar to those of phenomenology as described in

Snygg and Combs and by some of the existential philosophy. I see the

phenomenological set of assumptions as the effort to deal with the

intentional factor of human consciousness. i.e. The meeting of subject

and object in consciousness.

In fact, from my view of the world, the statement of W.A.Luijpen

really starts something exciting.

The principle purpose of phenomenological thought has been to
express how impossible it is to think about a subject without
thinking of his world, or to think of the world without refer-
ence to the subject. The term encounter probably best fulfills
that purpose. Encounter is unthinkable as long as we insist
on separating the two terms of the meeting. An encounter is
not an encounter if a subject does not meet with "something'.
If the subject does not meet something, then he does not meet
at all; the "something" or "somebody" is necessary if we are
to speak of meeting or encounter at all. Nor could the "some-
thing" or "somebody" function as a term of encounter or meeting
without the encountering subject,. Both terms of an encounter
are inseparably linked together..

Maybe here is a way toward a triadic model of significance. Thus, one

plus one may equal two in our common binary system of equations, but

two is neither of the ones! It is a third entity.
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When you and I search for the events in which intentional

consciousness is at work we find them in the encounter between sub-

ject and object. And to understand this
we must "penetrate to tho

roots". The examination can be likened to the exploration of the

roots of a tree. Deep within them are pro -set systems...intentions...

constantly being called upon to provide function to the external tree.

Likewise with man and reticular system starting behind the nose and

going to the base of the spine. Mere the tail is supposed to be

connected" as McCulloch might say.) McCulloch demonstrates that the

reticular system is capable of infinite adaptation in order to con-

tinue its pro-determined function. Thus our search of the living

current roots of human interaction may need to seek these kinds of

functions which are constants in our dyadic system. Having unearthed

those we may then begin the search for a theory of consciousness

which would include some basis for an analysis of the behaviors from

a triadic base.

As we search for these roots in the living person in the con-

text of his immediate present we come clearly upon a well known thesis

that man's being is in the unity of person with person. Let's begin

with this assumption. Martin Luber, well known philosopher poses the

concept of I-Thou-Persons-In-Relation.
Horn, clearly, is the triad.

We often touch it but don't dig it out.
I-Thou-Relationship! One

plus One and two follows! We must, it seems tw me, recognize this

triadic necessity of humanness.

Historically (if I may vielato my own precept for a moment), as

well as in our Nou, we experience the triad as a fantastically power-

ful being. The triangle is the most stable of the structural forms.

The troika in political life ( or triumvirate) has shown groat power.
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Pyramids are fantastic structures with untold power in capturing,

preserving, and transforming life elements and energy. The religious

trinity is common in several religions of the world.

In contrast to these apparent recognitions of the power of the

triad our social, political, economic, and interpersonal constructs seem

to be depending on assumptions of binary or dyadic nature. We are con-

stantly dealing with either-or, yes-no, stop -go, dead-alive, up-down,

in-out, plus-minus, pass-fail, open-close, love-hate, right- wrong, etc.

In the face of this our rcdominant religious conceits are all based on

forms of trinity. It seems that wherever we turn and at whatever level

of consciousness wo explore we find a denial of this binary error of

human existence. And, in spite of the power of the triadic concepts

we consistently attempt to force our percepttiel systems into binary

molds. They just won't fit!

Loraine Halfen, a Communication Counsellor in Denver is working

now to develop a functional concept of the "spiritual child" which

she sees as the inevitable offspring of a dyadic interaction. She

suggests that unlike the creation of physical children, there are no

available contraceptives for the "spiritual children" which emerge

from each interpersonal relationship. Thus, if we take her assump-

tion and broaden it, every dyadic interaction creates a now being.

The responsibility for the nature of that being becomes very heavy!

That "spiritual child" never dies. If it is'born in a dyad of docoipt

exploitation, manipulation, usury, it will be deformed, ugly, rejected

and abandoned but never dead. Once created, those beings become the

really permanent extension of the dyadic communication person-event.

I have, in the past, had difficulty understanding this condition

oven though I was aware of its being. Two years ago when what I thought
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Was a relationship born in honesty, caring, love, and mutual awareness

bncano suddenly abandoned by my loved one, I could not understand why

I could not shake off nor destroy in momory, fooling, boing...the

essences of our relationship over the previous six or seven years. They

arc with no now, although
my view of thorn may be different or may change

I am now aware that the reality which she and I created by our relation-

ship will not perish.

Properly nourished, honestly and lovingly cared for, this now

essence created by two persons in a dyadic relationship can be a

glorious being. Improperly conceived, nourished, and treated it

bocomos an ugly, brutal
cruolty which socks to destroy its parents

and anyono else who encounters it. And often the destruction is

actually physical. Events have a way of stemming from the creation

of two people long after the time of being has gone.

To me, thcroforo, the essence of growth promoting communication

in the dyadic setting is the understanding
and development of the real

triad which comes to be: one and one and two! This phenomenon appears

to be a very human unity which is supportive and creative and trans-

cends any part of the dyad.

The vital roots to our being aro in the NOW! They are here for

us to find as they function to fulfill the life-giving functions and

to provide the living and, current being with its psychic and physical

sustinonco. Sure they have a past...but it is not the past which is

NOW working! Nest pooplo touch only with a slight breath the core of

what I have been saying. We all need to engage in trialogues in

order to dovelop deeper
awareness of this exciting concopt.

The critical issue becomes how to create climates of learning to

allow persons to become more offoctivo at creating the kinds of essences
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issue, it seems to me, is more critical than tho lengthy exposition

and controversy engaged in by many of us in philosophical fantasia.

I would like to see some realistic revision of the educational structure

so as to open it up to persons wanting to grow. Luch of what we do

now in education generally and in higher education particularly pre-

scribes and inhibits real growth toward maximizing the human potential.

We have credo a groat progress in dealing with the issues of dyadic

communication in an attempt to grasp the nature of its being and its

function. And, I think we are making significant advances in under-

standing and awareness of the process and its promise., We are now

ready to move to triadic. But, in the face of these "moon shots'i of

the communication business we are faced with an educational system

which still operates on ox-cart principles and practices.

The curriculum and the rigid instructional modes of the public

schools as well as colleges and universities is so unhumane that it

is little wonder we have not truly destroyed ourselves. We measure

our productivity in terms of the number of human subjects to whom we

can hand little bits of paper with words about degrees inscribed on

them. 'Those subjects have a strange and fearful similarity. In fact

the final ceremony clothes4 them all in robes which destroy the indivi-

dual identity of the person.

What a travesty en a system aimed at developing and preserving

THE INDIVIDUAL 1.T HIS SOCIETY. 'Jo are still even making our "subjects"

march together in rows, columns, and phalanxes. Is this the measure of

the effectiveness of dyadic communication? Is this the measure of the

effectiveness of the institution responsible for creating environments

where people may become more of themselves and less of someone else?
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I believe we have not only forfeited our values but also our

possibilities of survival. Individuals can't survive such look-stop

culturisation.

How does this fit into my comments on triadic communication?

I believe it is absolutely necessary that we confront the condition

of the educational environment in relation to communication as well

as in respect to its real concern for total human personal growth.

James A. Harris, President of N.E.A. testified recently regarding

the gross failure of our education system. Note the following:

-Nearly two million school aged children are not

in school. ( haybe they are the lucky ones)

-Of those who attend more will spend time in correct-

ional institutions than will in higher learning.

-Of every 100 students now attending school 23 drop

out, 77 graduate from high school, 43 enter college,

21 receive a A.A. or equivalent baccalaureate degree,

6 earn an M.S. and 1. gets a Ph. D. ( and maybe that 1

Ph.D. per 100 is too many at that level to represent

accurately the state of learning that it maybe should

represent.)

Whats going on here? We're talking about growth promoting

behavior and denying a goodly segment of our learning population a

chance.

On the other hand, let's assume that the educational schooling

atmosphere is not particularly the best place to aid and promote

growth behavior. Where elso do wo ge whore the resources are so lame

or so available?
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We're talking about growth promoting behavior in dyadic communica-

tion and the greater portion of our classrooms are dominated by lecturers

spewing out ancient and redundant data which few students over really

make a part of their growth behavior. What they (the students) learn

to do is pass tests, con teacher, and screw the administrationi Maybe

students know more than anyone else about dyadic communication. It's

just possible that students grow in spite of teachers, instead of with

"educational" aid.

How do we deal with this contradiction in our purpose and behav-

ior'' Surely a large part of it is hooked up to our own professional

failure to develop more effective and viable learning opportunities

in dyadic communication and to recognize that this, indeed, is the base

of human interaction. For example, we train thousands of students

yearly in public speaking where only a hundred or so will ever be

public speakers at the level we are trying to push them to. But all

of us engage in the dyadic interaction...and most of us pay little or

no attention to the nature of the `'spiritual children'. we create thereb7,

I would like to see the so-called academic disciplines merge into

a unified non-discipline discipline. This unity could well be based

on human growth and self actualization. We are no longer at a point

where we can allow the provincialism of the academic jungle to dominate

and restrict our own personal growth and becoming, much less the growth

of students. ,It now does both. Now we are dealing with philosophies

and processes in growth when the very atmosphere where we would bring

these into action is stifling and humanistically unnourishing. The

tragic consequences of our past methods and current ones too, are so

very real today... and yet I see no signs of change nor growth in our

systems.



Enid Reed, in her Commencement Address at UCLA on Sunday Juno

16, 1974 said:

"...little of our education has been concerned with ethics

or morality or self examination. Yet each of us knows that

these have been our central concerns..

I have felt and seen this concern by students for thoir self growth

becoming more intense for over a decade. This makes them easy prey

to charlatans, unqualified leaders and teachers, and hosts of organ-

izations whose profit-making efforts are capitalizing on the "touchy-

feelies" in order to make money rather than to assist in the personal

growth of the people who pay the fees and go through the dance.

kt the same time well designed and substantive interpersonal

encounter and other forms of developing awareness are being stained

with the slop of the clumsy and
unethical procedures in the hands of

even more efiethical practitioners in education, medicine, psychiatry,

business, philosophy, economics, and a host of other institutional

settings. No formal accreditation system is going to solve this one.

It takes more and deeper understanding of the nature of the communica-

tion dyad and what it does to our humanity. It takes a deeper aware-7

ness of the triadic condition that results.

To me the most crucial questions in the application of growth

promoting communication are:

1. How do we create a true learning atmOsphere in our educational

systems which allows maximum development of the persons who become

parties to the interaction with each other and who create so many

third beings?

2. How do we create and encourage a shift to the triadic concept

of human interaction so as to provide greater human existence?

148
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3. How can wo translate what we know and will be discovering

into useful information and experiences toonhance the nature of our

triadic encounter?

I feel like we are moving to a nou era of thinking...and feeling...

and Ism getting ready for some action!
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Ii" GROUP or ori:.z3:

n introduction to -:]ecomin7,

Ly John (Sam) 1:01tner

OUP total crouo e::!serience to ether rill hinge upon. our personal youthand our eersonal (evelowlent. ,k3 c'1 of us, as indivic'uals, has an infinit,otential Or :;rarrth and chanw. It is this otential for thane that ,:7c,are hopin to tao throw;h the e::perionces of this course.

Our behavior at any ;ivr)l
uolriont 1.s influenced 17 several ?coy factors.They involve: (a) an accmaulation

o.r our oast ea2eriences; (b) thecurrent experiences; anc (c) the: personal moanin,s re attach to our oar-celtion of these exeriences.

There is a ,:reat deal of evidence, to show that nhat happens to iv; inthe oast has considorable
influence on our "here and now" behavior.:Ioever, we cannot chance what haonens to us in the past. ..Dat, earlchange how we feel, at this monont, about what has haot)ened to W.the past.

In other uord,s, can't go bac!: and change the i)ast event, but we cancertainly chan-7o our ocrcetion ire have about that east fact. Thismeans that no are aim -re haviry to revise our behavior ')ecause the
eerecotions we have in the here an0 now are not the saw oe::(tionswe had in tho east. Per example, I nay anticipate that it will talcean hour to chive i1'011 m7 home to another torn. 7owever, on the particularday in which I attrt to OriW), 2 nun')or of thins rylt in the nay lin aflat tire, and other events, and suddenly discover that on that dayhave to revise

my eerce)tion o:; the ariount of time it talcs on that dayto -;et to the other town.

u) also discover that many of our perceptions held in the past are ino:ror in terns of what
1,(-1 discove-.2 in the, )resent. Thus, it was ','hen

nco)lc first thou-:ht the world vas square, but as time vent on they chan;::d-their persneetive and tloir eerception alloned then to reeryTize theerror of their prior perception.

Factors 7,2fectim, Our ,pelf -2crenotion

iieeds and lalues
Our needs valuer; e.ffoct the way we ;:eel and tnrceive ourselves andothers. ',J3lat I perceive as a successful mcpericnce robs r:.; may notbe perceived as a success Ail =periencf:i

ior you simply because mu' needsan.7. values aye cldfferent.
whon our nocC:s and values are con9ar-able and noon vi.u.f3n, the same thin;; or event life perceive quite different

thin;s, theve in; u:;ually some OrPor or coeUsion in our percetual process.it this point, .o need very much to
communicate ninth each other in 01:(:nrto correct the error and/or coniUsion.

;7nliefs.

Tellers also iniluence onp percetions. 'In tend to behave pretty muchin a manner whin is consistent with rhat re believe to be true.'Jhat re ilel.invo to true is :chat we perceive to he true.
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30noono ha naid "the fact is not what io: tho fact is whit ono boliovoo
to be true." :oluovor, that so000ition falls quickly if e asouuo facts
to 'oo those kinds of data ootornal to individuals which can hi' vorifioo
conointontly by Oiffcront ineividualo. Moro is a oroat deal of l000aYch
to 511:M that our beliefs inloonco the way uo peroolvo this, ouo. attonoto
to ouo)ort the asounotiono uo ho, and to a laroo ootont, dotenlino the
way Ito belliii.

10 also !moo that's' don't easily oive uo the holloo wo have been con-
ditionod to hold- flny individual, for oxaolo, is 000'-lablv- ooreeivod
qufoto difforontlo by oani Cifferont ;wool() dopondin uooa what they have
boon conditioned to believe. 2,oliefs ale VOY:f e,iiTtCUlt to
ticularl.y for thoso tho ha VO ston:f ones.

It's boon orovcd. Quito consistently that a oorson who, for a ooriod of
throe or four yeavo dovol000(1 a otrono belief in tho ''ooth and the
intonoity o. hi o love for another emson, is quite unable to chaoon the
inhoront boliof in spite of rejection by' the objoct co-I his affection;
and althouo'a ;To nal try to shift bohavior ao I shift his oerc(')tion.
The belief on6, the attituo will poroiot and often tlnoo COW)' a groat
deal of om:ioty ai (". gricf in tho face of chanoino bohavioro on the oart
of tho partner. On the other hand, belief can ehanoo slouly. ':owovor,
it 10 not an caoo nor a oleasant )rocess. In the oxamolo above, tits
forced chanoo to non-affection is usually vary painful an(' sountinos fatal.

Confrontino Real ;,',1:ocrionco

If we dosiro to orou and to imorovo and b000no novo conpotont, our took
is to 000n uo ouroolves to our actual o7porioncos and to opoortonitics
trhich till allow us to oo:oane our solf-porcoption, olo onv000tion of the
world, of the others around us and to sock to confirn aiToetiono rathor
than to deny or reject then.

I have said that is is difficult to chanoo beliefs. Idkooiso it in
difficult to ella000 onolo porcootions once they are noon:trod and built
into one's oyoton, klouovor, there is a fantastic allount ci evidence
to choir that ooycootiono toward ono's oolf and to'rard others con be
nodifloci. nato the rolationohio of loves. T:ro lovors, early in the
heat of their initial oNoovionoo, oorcoivo ore--h other as beino the con-
loto and satisfactory paltrier. 'jouovor, as tLlo ooco on these oorcootioo
nay change no that aftor a ooriod of years, each ooroolveo tho other as
somewhat loos than the conploto oartnor thoy ovioinally porcoived, ;:ot,

if thoir basic rolationnhio I= real and not a phonoy non, it is possible
for each of tiom to dovoloo a 1)roa0 and afiectionato tolerance for no
othrolo faults and the koy union is not disoolvod. This dors, houevor,
reouiro oonoietorablo corCrontation with oachothor and chamo j:01, each.

30000rt not .tt000
O.() have also diocovorod that it is possible to so break (loon a poroonlo
confidonoo as to dootroy the concoot he hao of hinoolf. It is poosiblo
to Olointoorato his orsonality by attackino his ool-concoot so that ha
is pushed to the ooint of oaosivo rooionatioo and ho bocoms nothino rep
than a liv!..n-7 vo-::okahlo. This hind of 'chino ha000no uhon ono's self-
concept on11%-..1orcootion io and attaekoe th000 around 1:11.
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For that reason above all others, it is our intent in this course to
not provide an avenue of attack, but to provide an avenue of openness,
support and affeCtion which will allow each of us to explore our own
perceptions in our own ways and only when we will to do so.

Senses and )erceetions in conflict
We are also quite aware that perceptions are often hold contrary to the
evidence of our senses. Such perceptions are held for reasons quite
unrelated to cognitive situations. An experiment by Solomon Ash and
others demonstrates that when a person is led to believe that other
members in his group see an object as larger than another object, ho will
quietly go along with the jroun judgment. But more significant thanthat, ho frequently goes along with this judgment with a real belief
in his false perception.

These are conditions of tragedy. But the fact
that they exist in each of us hero is something we have to learn to
cope with.

Ohangiry, Perceetions of Ourselves

We can change perceptions by
altering the conditions both inside and

outside of ourselves. by changing these conditions and attitudes
inside ourselves and changing the conditions outside ourselves, we
can change the perception we have. But, purposely creating such
-changes most often requires the help of skilled professionals. Other-
wise we are very likely to miss important areas and maybe oven destroy
ourselves rather than help ourselves.

As a social boine,
we are Influenced and ,Ellicled by the personal meanings

which we attach to our own experiences. However, it is contingent
upon us to keep examing these

experiences and oxaming the alternative:
meanings available to us and to try to select those meanings which are
(1) most consistent with reality; (2) most- consistent with our self-
concept; (3) most consistent with our attitudes: and (4) are best able
to be confirmed by the examination of others.

Carl Rogers has pointed out that the self has a number of different
dimensions but that the important ones are its drive for consistency;that is, a person behaves in ways consistent with himself; experienceswhich are not consistent with his self - perception are conceived as
throats and are either distorted or denied as existing. Finally, he
suggests it is possible to change the self as a result of maturation
and through learning. That is, where we are working in this course.

Rogers also points our that if we aro really trying to become fully
functioning as human beings, there are a number of things we need todo: (1) we need to be more accepting of ourselves and be able to view
ourselves as in the process of ',becoming". This means that we are net
always upset when we donst hold tho same feelings toward a person or
experience as another or we are not upset when we are not always consistent;
(2) another factor or dimension that is important in being fully function-ing is that we need to try to move toward being more open in our exporioncee
by trying to avoid blott ing out thoughts, feelings, perceptions and
memories which night be unpleasant in our world: to examine them openly,
frankly and honestly; (3) and finally, to be fully functioning we need to
move in the direction of greater acceptance of other people. That is, wemust be moro able ;1^,-,pt the experloeee ef ethevs.
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Moving Toward a Hoaltyly Self-Image

If we aro to move in the direction of being that person which we truly
want to be, then each of us mods to take a hard look at now experiences;
at changing sets of conditions and changing perceptions of ourselves and
others around us. With those things, then, we need to always be or,:plorinc;,
redefining and re-evaluating ourselves. It is a constant growing process.
This course is aimed to holp you along the way-of such growth.

Past and Present
As we reach toward developing a healthy self-image, we need. to remember
sovoral things: first is that there is vory little doubt that oast
exl)orioncos have a vast influence on our current behavior. And oven
though we cant t change what happened yesterday, we can channo how we fool
about it now. We cannot change the past but we can chango our foolino7
about that past. This is one very important way of moving toward a more
healthy self-imago.

Interaction with Others
Another way, is to increase the degree to which wo are able to under-
stand ourselves in relation to other people. WO need to know about how
our own inlividuality responds and grows and reacts in interpersonal
communication relationships as in small groups, dyads, and triads. We
need to discover how wo can arrivo at bettor understandings of ourselves
and of others as we moot individuals within th,t-so group experiences.

Our group experiences themselves in this course are dusignod to maximize
this kind. of learning. Someone has said that if "you want to know yoursolf,
Observe what your neighbors are doing and if you want to understand. etilor
probe within yourself".

Another way of helping this dovolopment of a healthy self- image is to
increase as well as we con our social fooling, that is, our ability to
improvise with other p000lo, to see them as they aro, to hear them as
they are and to fool, with them, their experiences. This kind of thing
helps to bridge the gap botwoon people.

One of the most exciting possibilities in this is when two people can
sit face to face and each one can take the role of the other and describe
the othor's foolings and perceptions so adequately that the other rocog,
nizos himself in the description. Uhon this happens an exciting empathy,
closeness and understanding to the relationship is bound to occur.

Convorsoly, if one purposely wants to alienate and destroy another porson,
the most iyoworful and destructive tray to refuse to listen or eceive
any communication from the other an0. to refuse to allow an'T intraction
of any dcipth or eLmificance to talc(.! place.

To achieve the understanding of another, one must go beyond himsolf
and his own private motives and his own private thoughts in order to
understand and share another porson's floods and. goals. In order to
accomplish this, we must become loss involved with our own hopes, fears,
shame and doubt and got more in time with how the other porson thinks
and fools. When we can do thie, wo are moving toward a hotter self -imge
with groat speed.
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There aro several ways of developing this self-other understanding. One
of the most significant is learning how to be honest. Which is not nec-
essarily the same as brutal frankness. Honesty, as I use it, means
uillinncoo to show yourself to the other person; that is, to show your
own feelings ononly add clearly. We all rocognizo that this isn't easy.
From the very beginning of our lives, wo have been conditioned to put
a mask over ourselves as if telling others actually what we fool will
hurt others and disturb our relationship. But that isn't the way it
usually works. Usually, the consequences of oxposing ourselves and sharing
our foolings are greater interpersonal

closeness, understanding and
tolerance.

However, there are some conditions which need to bo not for this to
be true. For example, if I am honest with you, then this will probably
encourage you to bo more honest with inn and in turn if you are honest
with me, I then, become freer and become more open and honest with you
and on and on. However, if one of us is open and honest and the other
is closed and not so honest, the one who is closed and not so honest has
the advangago of being able to use openness, that of the other, against
him. The worst of those conditions is when people knowingly manipulate
others by this method.

I contend that when we are open with each other we cannot manipulate the
other. There are those who are not open themselves, but wilt, lot others
open themselves to them. The "closed ones" then become manipulators of
the open ones. Such closed persons mixed with open persons are dangerous
in an open-group or in an interpersonal relationship.

On tho other hand, many times two people may both appear to be open but
have not yet really achieved onenness. When this happens and when we
do not have negative

or manipulative intent, we need to learn how to
become honest and open. This latter situation is not so tragic as the
first and is capable of being altered by the good will and intense inter-
est of the group itself.

Trust
Trust is the most izoortant ingredient in the relationship wit
each other. Trust, like openness and honesty, is a process and mods to
be learned. One who has trusted another and has boon hurt by the other
is less likely to trust any others than if his trust had not been violato..'.
However, one who is strong and open is able to allow others to behave in
seemingly contrary ways if ho believes that the other will eventually
not do or intend to do him harm.

Trust is also a state of being between two or more people which allows
them to allow the othor(s) to act freely and openly without one punish-
ing the other. Absence of trust is detected quickly when one or both
members of a partnership fool they must behave clandestinely or hide
from the other for fear of punishment.

Trust is whoa I can bo me with all my faults and know that my partner or
colleagues will still love me and/or care for me. Trust is when I fool
accepted by the other and protoctod from unnecessary hurt or pain.
Trust is also a process whore I am willing to allow another to punish mo
for my faults but than to give mo pooi.tivo help to ovoocomo them and
reward wo when Pm suceoosful.
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Trust is when you can fool that, no matter what, I will be availableto you for help.

Eheathetic ListeninrL
Another way of developing solf/othor

understanding is through empathiclistenin. I.Jhon you listen to what tho other one is saying, it doesn't
mean that wo merely hear what the other is saying. How many times haveyou heard someone say to you, "yes, I hoar what you'ro saying." Andyou know that the person has no perception of what you are really tryingto say. Jhpathic listening indicates that we are trying to see how theworld is viewed by the other person and to communicate our understandingto him.

EMpathic listening is responsive to fooling and non-verbal communicationas well as the words. It's a kind of listening which does not involvejudgments or evaluations or agreements or disagreements. It's simplya process where we, through feedback, communicate to the other what weunderstand Of what he is trying to say. It is an effort to communicateto each other so that wo can accept the
notion that our feelings and ourideas are valid for each of us.

Very poor and inadequate
interaction occurs between people who haveallowed themselves to bocomo preoccupied with their own sense of self-importance and power. They are so preoccupied with their own personalproblems that they havo.no room to understand or perceive what anotherperson may be trying to say to them about his problems or oven theirown problems.

Self-understanding and understanding others evolves from our interactions.A great deal of
our understanding seems to be related to our capacity forfoeling with another person. And fooling with another poison appears toto be best developed by honest, open communication and careful, accurate

empathic listening.

Symptoms of a Healthy Solf-Inane

Let's summarize what the symptoms of healthy self-images night ha. Onowho is moving toward a healthy style of communication usually has thefollowing sets of behavior:

1. Ho senses the needs of others and recognized that he cannot indis-criminately go about
self-actualizing himself and hurting oyoryone elsearound him. He, therefore, porcoivos his own self-growth as being partof an interaction relationship in which growth is occurring at the sametime with the other ,p orlon.

2. He rosists'the efforts of others to dominate him. Especially thosewho are peers but does not become nasty or obstreperous in his resistance,nor dons he close down the channels of communication. Ho resists not byhurting or maiming but by simply holding firmly to his position and holp-ing the others to relate in a non-dominating way.

3. He is willing to accept and admit to others that it is possible forhim to fool impulses and desires ranging from being very angry to beingvery loving and from being very sad to being wiry happy and from deepresontment to f,7cat acceptance, but that ho cioosn't act out all his fool,ings and desires. Ho also is willing to sustain
rolationships in spite ofa wide variety of emotinnal interactions.
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4. He genuinely enjoys himself in a wide variety of activities: work,
play, creative oxprossion, companionship and the like.

5. Ho is ablo to act on his own judgment without fooling oxcossivo guilt
or rogrotting his action if others disapprove of what he has clone. When
ho makos mistakos, Intl is willing to admit the mistake and then seek tochango and improve. (Ho is not so healthy when ho admits the mistako
and simply stops and says how terrible ho is without socking to initiate
chango to modify his behavior.)

6. He assumes he is a person who is of intorost and value to others;
particularly those with whom he associates. This is another way of
saying ho is not knocked out by self-consciousness.

7. Ho has values and principles in which ho believes and is willing to
defend them in the face of strong group opinion but is secure onour-h to
modify thorn if a new experience and the ovidenco suggests that ho is inerror. We know quite oll that insecure people will find it very diffic
to chango positions for fear that they might be interpreted as being
weaklings or lacking ability or lacking competency. One of the most
serious causes of intorporsonal

difficulty is inability of people to admit
their own error and seek to modify it.

8. He doesn't worry too much about what's coming tomorrow or isn't too
upset by what's happening today and ho certainly doesn't fuss over the
mistakes he mado yostorday.

9. Ho accepts praise without false modesty and accepts compliments
honestly without feeling guilty about having received them.

10. He fools equal to others in the group as a poison. In spite of
differences in specific abilities, families, attitudes and the like, heis able to see that no matter what the other person has or does it
noithor devalues or elevates himself.

11. Ho has confidence im his ability to deal with problems even in tho
face of failure and set-back. Ho is not vory likely to say that bocauni
ho failed that ho is a failure. He more likoly to say "I failed there
and I'm going to have to work harder and make somo more changes in order
to make it come out right.

This is the kind of healthy person that we aro socking to help you
become in this course.

IONLINESS

Along with the growth of our own self -image comes a problem that all
of us Paco. It comes by the usual name of Manliness. It is a universal
condition which has existed at hll timos. Thom seems be be a general
consensus that man, generally, is profoundly unhappy and that ho alionatos
himsolf from himself and from the world around him. IIii does this essen-
tially by turning his back on the realities of his existence.
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What I'm saying here is that loneliness comes with 'the denial of the
self. It comes as we alienate ourselves or as we turn away from who
and what we are and what the world is and try to be something different
without going through the actual change necessary to create a different
self. It seems to be that condition which is taking place when it
appears difficult to hold ourselves in the face of what we see about
oursolves.

A classic example of this is when two people need each other very much
but instead of reaching toward each other and helping to serve each
other's needs, they allow their anger and their feelings and their
erroneous self-perceptions to drive them apart. This leads to intensi-
fication of loneliness which leads in turn to greater anger and frustra-
tion, which leads to greater attempts to drive the other away. Usually
the latter attempts to drive the other away are not conscious because
they are hidden behind what seems to be attempts to bring the other
closer. Many close loving relationshipssseem besot with this kind of
problem.

Loneliness is not the same thing as being alone as in privacy. I have
found that sometimes in the less private situation the more lonely I
really am. There is also a constructive loneliness when I am off by
myself creating something which I will share later.

Loneliness, as I am dealing with it here, is a negative factor of self-
awareness. It is a desolate feeling. Loneliness is a paradox of
turning aside from someone, and then claiming to be lost. For example,
one might say, "I am estranged because I am acting like a stranger."
Or one might say, "I am away because I withdraw." A close look at
these indicates the essential paradox of loneliness and of denial of the
self. The result of this is alienation, apathy, turning away and
rejection of other people.

Lonely persons impose upon themselves. They are dropouts. They are
apathetic. They hold themselves apart from those they love and those
who love them.

Fears Which Lead to Loneliness and Alienation

Many fears seem to be underlying much loneliness. Most of the time
these fears are groundless even though we feel them intensely. Our
job is to seek the reassurance necessary to remove the sears rather
than turning away from others. We all want and need each other; but
we deny the fulfillment of these desires through many irrational fears
of rejection of adequate acceptance.

Alienation from others takes place when we fear inadequacy in our rela-
tionships. Too often we turn away from a relationship when we fear
being committed to the relationship and when we can't trust ourselves
to fulfill our part of the responsibility. We often fear being suppressed
when we feel we can't do what wo want to do without taking into account
the other person. And each of those fears brings with it a fear of being
squeezed dry of our soleness.
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Each of us, as a social individual, is different. You, obviously, can't
be what I want you to be all of the time. Also I are often afraid of
being me and losing my identity by becoming involved with anothor.
And you see the confusion that arises. When, in the social process of
which we are a part, I no longer feel a sense of identity and have
no sound self-perception...when I begin to feel like I are a non-person...
I am in trouble!

A year or so ago I went rhrough a series of traumatic experiences which
destroyed much of my self-perception, my sense of identity and my confi-
dence in my ability to relate to one I love. I came, thereby, Very
clips() to a state of being where I felt like a non-person. I testify
with every fibre of my being that this condition is one we should always_
avoid. However, it is not enough to just play theavoidance game,"
because that may often lead to even more painful loneliness. We
need to keep our channels of communication to each other open... to
allow the other person to reach out to us in need and to feel free to
reach out to the other when we need.

A fundamental need is theneed to be needed...the desire to be desired"..,
to be sought out for being the persons we experience ourselves to be.
And this is the thing we are seeking in this course. That magic "engage-a"
which can exist between two people (the I-Thou as Martin Buber calls it)
is one of the most fruitful ways of coping and developing a relationship
with another.

We accomplish the I-Thou engager by reaching out to the other one and
confronting hire. We reach out for a relationship saying to the other,
'Please listed to me; please relate to me; help me regain my humanity.'
When we are able to do this, we are able to build an intense close
personal relationship with whomever is the "thou" in our thoughts.
Someone has said that the need to love is. more important than to be
loved. I'm not sure about this, but certainly they aro both important.

We are lonely when we feel that the burden and the risk as well as the
joy of opening one's self up to other people is too much to bear. When
we allow the burden and risk to appear too great, we aro failing to
recognize the degree to which this form of childishness stands in the
way of a maturing full fellowship and love. The childishness is the
over emphasis on the burden of opening ourselves up.

Clark Moustakas points to the commercial attempts to bring about non-
loneliness.., that is, you do something for me and I'll do something
for you. But this hasn't proved to remove loneliness. Relating must
take place without condition; without qualification; without limits so
that neither person tastes the bitterness of loneliness or fear. We
need to break through the patterns of our own childishness and fear so
that our needs will no longer be denied.

Even so, we must recognize that loneliness, in part, is inescapable.
It's part of being human. Each ono of us walks alone in our own life-
space. "You can't go home again,"is something of which we are all
painfully aware.
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Loneliness also comes from parting, from pulling away from or rejecting
each other, from, thus, dehumanizing each other and is felt intensely
as the pangs of farewell.

There seems to be much loss loneliness following the death of a loved
one that when a loved one removes himself or hernelf from you, rejects
you and stifles a relationship you want and need.

The tragedy of much of our lives is that we, too often, turn away from
our loves in fear and desperation based on our own childishness and/or
upon gross misperceptions of reality which have become stagnant in our
perceptual system.

Again, our unwillingness to keep our communication channels open to
each other is a sign of our fear, childishness, unreality and leads
to nothing but more hurt, pain, loneliness and interpersonal mayhem.
For, if the channels were kept open, the opportunity to test reality
to alleviate the fears and to meet needs would always be present.

When we close down the channels we usually destroy the other person and
ourselves in a manner more painful than death. The cycle of fear, hate,
recrimination and anxiety is easily started at that point. And, once
started, becomes a horribly debilitating process to both parties, from
which most people are unable to recover without professional help. huch
too often, unless help is sought by both people separately and together,
the relationship, so desired and so needed by both people, is so completely
destroyed as to never be possible again in any dimension.

With professional help it is possible for people to find their way back
to each other, to create a new relationship which provides openness and
which is based on mutual exploration of new behavior systems. The new
behavior systems can be designed, by mutual effort, to be those which
enhance the partners and the partnership and maximized the freedom of
each of the partners to become more than they could ever be alone.

We need to confront fearlessly the awful realities of being human. We
may gain strength by seeing that there's something beautiful within
each of us. There is a quality of divineness in all of us, but we're
still held captive in the concrete of our own fear. There is so much
living potential in each of us which can only be released by someone
reaching out to us.

When the hands of our fellows are not resting in ours, reach out to
them. When the heart of your lover is not embraced by you, embrace it.

Reach your hand out to yourself first because if you don't understand
yourself, you cannot understand someone else. Arid, no one will love
you, if you hate yourself. No one will enjoy you if you are bitter
of spirit within yourself. You can't love without loving yourself.
I am most lonely when I do not have myself for a friend. I am most
non-human when my hates and angers push everything else aside. Then
I am totally empty again. If I can learn to love myself, at least
I'll never be completely lonely.
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And so with tho naturo of this course...it moves from finding the self
and reaching; out with tho hands of that self to touch and encounter
others to join togothor in an o--)en society whore we can each be more
free to realize the untapped potential beinR human. The realization
of this potential is based almost totally on loving; and caring for

.

the other. And so, when you can learn to love yourself first, you
will bo able to roach out to others, care for them, love them with
intensity and with great depth and energy and share openly your own
totality without fear. such can possibly regenerate the world.
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RE-ENTRY: Impasse or Challenge

Sam Keltner

Me and You
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Our experience together during the past weeks, days, and hours, has
been exciting for many of us. The excitement seemed to be generated
from the discovery of new things about ourselves, about others in
relation to ourselves, and about others and their relation to them-
selves. These insights have led us to expand our awareness of the
communication potential within each of us and to begin to reach out
to others in a group setting through discussion (verbal and nonverbal).
We have been caught up in the excitement, the novelty of the type of
classroom procedure and atmosphere, the freedom to search out ourselves,
and the freedom to become the selves we find or want to be.

Many of us have discovered ourselves growing in our capacity to love,
in our understanding of who we are, in our ability to reach out and
touch others and to accept their touch in return, (touching with
words, .ideas, feelings, the language of the body, etc.). Within the
process of discovery, we have created some symbol systems, some stan-
dards of understanding and being understood, and some tolerances of
each other which are simply not available to us beyond the existenceof this group. We have, in fact, created our own norms and basic
societal condition. Within that society, many of us feel warmth,
love, support, understanding, freedom, and who knows what else. It
is a special society...and it is very short lived.

That society, within a few days, will cease to be. The end of it is
near. Groups are born and die. The birth of a group is often very
painful. The death is no less so. Once having found the security
and the love and the support and the freedom to be as we want to be,
we resist and fight the coming end of the social condition which
allowed that to happen. But no screaming to Heaven, no tearing out
the pits of Hell, and no manipulation of our awareness or cognition
can alter the inevitable. Omar Kayyan said:

But if in vain, down on the stubborn floor
Of Earch, and up to Heavints unopening Door,

You gaze To-Day, while You are You--how then
To-Morrow, You when shallbe You no more?

Ah, that is the issue now. Tomorrows are going to be without this
society we have created. So how and who and what are we tomorrow....
out there....somewhere. I want to challenge you to look boldly at
your RE-ENTRY for only with boldness and courage can it be sustained
and the YOU which you may be discovering and becoming truly emerge.
There is absolutely no use for all of this experience unless the
changes begun horn are continued boyond..and added to the world around
you and yours.

So, what kinds of alternatives do we have?
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I think there are at least several. We can drop the whole matter...
forget it all...let our behavior and our knowing and our relationships
bo as they always have been before we first met together...or just lethappen what will happen as the excitement and dedication slowly die
out...be different tomorrcw...less so the next day...even less the
following day...until we are again smothered by the "feeding flock.Or, we can make, right now, a clear intrapersonal decision and con-
tract with ourselves. That contract will provide for the recognition
of our desire to change and grow and of the growth that has takenplace. It will be a compact with

ourselves that we want to continue
changing and growing regardless of the consequences!

This last opinion has, within it, a substantive spectrum of decisions.Hero are a few: a) We can roach out for more experiences like this
to reinforce our changes and to keep stimulating us; b) We can accept
the changes which have taken place and proceed to practice them out-side and beyond whenever possible; c) We can keep developing newchanges and stimulating our own growth; and we can do all of the above.

These Others

But what of the others out thore...how can they understand? How can
they knowl Well, let me see if I can spell.out some small item of my
meaning or perception of this. If you have found some things about
yourself that you don't like and want to change...E0 SO!...and let
that change show to all who know you. If it is a change in the
direction you want to go you must be the decision maker. If you
have learned to reach out to others in tolerance and love and under-
standing...do just that.

If this course has been right, it has led you to discover that you
can let others be what they are until they come to you for help in
changing. And so, you need to deal with others where they are. To
try to change them also is almost toe much for now. Give them time.Think of the effort you have exerted and will continue to exert.

Permanent or Transient

Re-entry is hard but it's inevitable. It depends on you whether it
is a happy one or a sad one. It can be both. One of the hardest and
most valid criticisms of this kind of learning is that it doesn't
last. The changes you have made here and have decided you want tomake in the future seem to fade away as the pressure of the "other"
or "outside" soeioties erodes away the memories and tho intensities
of the experience. Well, that is what happns IF you let it. The
important thing is that IF now behaviors and new insights are of any
importance to you at all you. must then begin to practice these
behaviors and experiment with these insights wherever you are!!!!!

Sure it will be rough. Sure, there will be days and hours when it seemsthat all of this is of no use. When that happens, get in touch with
yourself and check to see if you are really willing to abandon the you
who you have discovered and croated.andwho_you like and want. If you
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rigid...stand up tall but not fearsomoly...avoid scaring people with
what they sec...be tolerant of them...remember where they aro...but
keep your own counsel and develop your own strategy for growth and
becoming.

If you give up...if you allow the erosion to destroy the living
things that you have discovered and created...then all this effort
and energy is a waste of your time...of mine...and of everyone in
your group who loves and cares for you.

I challenge you to bring your growth and change and becoming into a
permanency in your life and to avoid allowing it to become a tran-
sient shadow of yesterday. Remember that Bach's Jonathon L. Seagull
eventually went back to his flock and others came to him to learn.
Thus, is the promise of a greater humanity.. Your persistence on
growing and becoming will help to make this world a little more human.
Your strentth and will to grow will help to make this effort something
less than a hollow shell of words and actions shouted and acted in a
sheltered capsule of non-life.
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Please submit this record attached to your completed work for the course,
Speech 323.

To the Instructor:

Attached to this report sheet are my final synthesis, Journal- workbook,
and other materials as chocked below. I hereby affirm that I have
completed all items checked below as required for completion of this
course.

I have completed all textual reading as required.

I have maintained a journal-work-workbook as directed and submit
it herewith for review and reference.

I have completed the Verbal-Nonverbal consistency rating for
each person in my small group following the first full session
of my small group and after the last session of that small group
to which I belonged.

I have attached to my synthesis an analysis of the changes or
shifts in my own Verbal-Nonverbal consistency rating as seen by
the members of my group and by myself.

I have filled out the Self-Other perception description
a. after the first session I attended
b. after the retreat, and
c. after the last formal class meeting.

These documents are attached to my synthesis.

I have completed the Group Climate Inventory for two periods:
a. At the end of the period during which my small group was

formed, and

b. Immediately following the retreat.

I shared the results of the Group Climate lave rimy comparison
with my small group on (date)

I have completed the group growth evaluation at:
a. Initially. The end or the period my group was formed, and
b. Finally. After the next to last cession of my group.

That Evaluation was chn.vn,1 1,73th my group in la.nt session.
It is attached.
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I have met several times outsido of class with my Triad and a
report of my experience and observations about the Triad is
attached to my synthesis.

I have made a comprehensive synthesis of the course as requested
and submit it herewith, along with the materials requested above,
for evaluation. In my opinion this work I am submitting is worth(circle one)ABCDFEIJ
I have completed special readings of outside-the-text material
as follows (list them below) You will find the reports in my
Journal on the dates they were made.

I have completed all other assignments as required.
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177SP 323 FINAL CONE' REILENSIVE ri1ESIS

This final synthesis is based on the material collected from yourlaboratory experience (as recorded in your journal), your readingand the theory developed during the sessions or through consultationwith the instructor. The following points are to be explicitlycovered. Write each item carefully and thoroughly.

1. A. Identify at least five hypotheses that you have formed andtested in your laboratory group. Be sure to include the
following fbr each hypothesis:

1. The nature of the source of the hypothesis: (1) yourreading; (2) your experience; (3) your observation.List your references.

Be explicit and document with date and your reasoningfor each of the above leading to:

2. Statement of the hypothesis. Then,

3. Report the results of your testing or experimenting.

4. Compare the results with at least one similar or related
study found in the literature.

B.Now select another
of your hypotheses and do further study ofthe literature on it and report your findings.

(This item is worth 25 toward your grade for the synthesis.)

2. Examine the participation
and the leadership of members of yourlaboratory group over the course of this quarter. Rank allmembers of the group (including yourself) on the basis of:(on attached forms)

A. Quality of participation
H. Quantity of participation
C. Degree of self-disclosure each was willing to perform at

the beginning and at the end of the quarter
D. Degree of risk-taking
E. Degree of responsibility for self
F. Degree of responsibility for ethers
G. Rank the leadership

functions performed by each member ofyour group during the course of the quarter. Considernegative as well as positive leadership influences.
Then describe the changes whi:'ch took place during the quarterwith each member in your group, in respect to their:
H. Involvement
I. Self-disclosure (consider both verbal and nonverbal, self-recognized and not self-recognized) by members of the group

individually and as a whole group
J. Identify those leadership funct1ons you feel were not suppliedbut woru non,lnd in Un e;oonp



178Attached are special rating and ranking sheets to be used for itemsA through G. The other systems you may work out for yourself.

(This is worth 1.0 toward your -grade for the synthesis.)

3. Examine the decision-making and problem-solving of your groupduring the course of the quarter.

A. Describe the character of the decision-making in the earliersessions in contrast to the later sessions.

B. Make clear how you account for this.

C. Identify the
outstanding weaknesses and inadequacies of thedecision-making behavior in your group during the quarter.

D. What problems
wore most persistent in your group?

E. How did the group solve these problems? Be explicit.

(This is worth IC toward your grade for the synthesis.)
4. Describe the communication processes of your laboratory groupduring the quarter. Include discussion of each of the following:

A. Verbal and nonverbal systems.

B. The nature and methods of communication you observed takingplace most frequently
supported by references to your journal(page, etc.)

C. Identify the changes in talk structure within your groupwhich took place during the term.

D. Identify the major barriers and/or blocks to communicationand point out how they were overcome (support with referencesfrom your journal), if they were. If they were not overcomepoint out the effect their continuation had on the totalachievement of the group.

E. Were the role
responsibilities for dealing with the task-needsof the group assumed or not assumed?

Explain which were andwhich were not.

(This is worth. 10 toward your grade for the synthesis.)

5. Describe carefully and clearly the changes which took place inyour group in respect to each of the follow]ng:

A. Perceived personal
needs and goals of each member of your group.

B. Goals of the group.

C. The dependeneyeindependeney
ceeditiee.

D. The power structure.
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E. The inclusion and intimacy conditions.

F. The affection condition.

G. Flight behavior.

H. Conflict behavior.

(This is worth 10 toward your grade for the synthesis)

6. Now do some self-analysis. Examine your own growth and develop-
ment during the quarter and writo a careful essay on yourself.

A. Examine the degree to which goals which you set for yourself,
and those set for the course by the instructor, were realized.
If you discovered your goals were modified, expanded, or in
any way changed during the term,,explain this.

B. Identify specifically the other areas in which you feel you
developed most.

C. Discuss the growth and development of self-disclosure and
interpersonal communication during. the quarter.

D. Indicate the
areas of self-understanding and skills where

you feel you need additional growth and skill.

E. ExaMine the degree to which you took responsibility for your
own actions, growth, meeting personal goals, etc.

F. Examine the degree to which your risk-taking behavior either
increased or decreased.

Be as thorough as you can. If you should like, you may write
it as if it were a letter to a friend, or you can illustrate
your commentary with drawings and other nonverbal material which
will help describe your growth. Don't be afraid to be creative
with this. (Attach to this question the following data sheets)

Self-Other Perception Description
Verbal-nonverbal consistency
Group climate inventory
Group growth evaluation

(This is worth 25) toward your grade fo the synthesis.)

7. This type of group experience is, as we have noted, a restricted
and limited one. It cannot be transported out and away from the
special kdi7ls of support conditions and atmosphere which we
develop. The main thrust of the experience is at the development
of your own awareness, skill, ability to understand yourself, and
ability to understand others.

But, after we say our ouleijos over our group, when it dies...
WHAT HAPPEL'i3 TIM M? Write eavorully your thoughts on the
follow)
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How do you plan to cope with the "re-entry" problems of
applying what you have learned and gained to your everyday
living, to your professional

and vocational life, etc'?

Take a hard look at this and, as specifically as you can,
describe your future:

A. goals
B. plans

C. expectancies in regard to the future use of what you
have gained in this class in home life, professional
life, etc.

(This is worth 10 toward your grade for the synthesis.)



PAI=CIPATION EVALUATION AND RANXING

Rank in order (from highest to lowest) each person in your group on the quantity of his participation;

and the quality of his participation; the amount of perceived self-disclosure that person did at the

beginning of the group experience; and the amount of perceived self-disclosure that the parson did at

the end of the group experience; the degree of responsibility for self; the degree of responsibility

for others; and the degree of risk-taking.

rarie of
i n u quality

Beginning
Self-

Ending
;mil f-

Degree of
PncnnnciniI

Degree of
-

.,
i

---- ..1 "-'''1-' -a ...,.., -e,

1 Disclosure Disclosure for Self for Others



Sp 323 LEADERSHIP ANALYSIS AND 7= by

For each participant in your group, identify the loader roles or acts performed during the time
of the group activities. Then rank that person in relation to the rest of the people in the
group as to his general effectiveness as a leader.

Name of General Effectiveness
participant as Leader. RANK in

; Group

Types of Leader toles or Acts Performed (Remember.
some may be positive and some may be negative)
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VERBAL-NONVERBAL CONSISTENCY Your Name

Name of person rated

Fill out one of these forms for each person in your group. When you
have completed the form, hand it to the person whom you have rated.

The purpose of the rating sheet is to help others see the degree to
which their verbal behavior appears consistent with their nonverbal
behavior. Along the loft side of the page are listed several atti-
tudes and concepts people may hold. You may add more. Column one
is for rating the extent to which the person expresses the concept
or attitude through spoken or verbal means along. Colunn:!two is for
rating the extent to which you think he expresses the same idea through
physical and nonverbal behavior. You may feel you need to listen to
and observe your partner for a day or two before you can provide an
adequate rating.

Use-a five-point scale for your rating: 2 means that the person
expresses this attitude or concept very clearly and outwardly; 0
means that the person show no sign whatsoever of having this concept
or attitude; -2 means that the person expresses or demonstrates
exactly the opposite of the attitude.

Verbal Nonverbal
Concept-Attitude Expression Expression

a. Egalitarianism: Feels that everyone
is equal and that all persons should have
equal rights and privileges.

b. Openness: Feels that we should speak
freely to each other of our feelings and
responses to others in the group. Be-
lieves in leveling with group members.

c. Security: Believes himself able to
accept negative and threatening events
without fear. Is able to experiment and
explore his relationships with others
without undue anxiety.

d. Acceptance of Others: Believes that
what others say is as important as what
he might say even though he may be opposed
to what others say. Is willing to allow
others to have their say and to listen to
what they say.

e. Relatinp: to Others: Feels that it is
important for him to identify and "feel"
n41.th" others in the group.

f. Trdependence: Fools that everyone has
the right to do as ho thinks he should.
Is unwilling to conform to ideas and acts
when thoy are contrary to his beliefs.



Concept-Attitude

g. Combativeness: Loves struggle, likes
to be in the midst of some controversy.

h. Peacefulness: Hates struggle. When-
ever struggle appears to threaten, he
will retreat from it or attempt to avoid
it.

i. Supportiveness: Relieves that he
should give others aid and assistance
whenever possible. 51stains them when
they need such help. Encourages them
when they need encouragements, etc.

j. Affection: Believes that one should
show his warmth and affective feelings
toward others. Feels that emotional bonds
need to be established with others for
speech-communication to take place on a
high level. Relieves we should love
others and be aware of their emotional
and love needs.

k. Involvement: Relieves that he is com-
mitted to this group. Is deeply concerned
with its process, development and success.

1. Reliability: Is crediable and re-
liable. Is consistent and accurate in his
comments and observation.

m. Hedonistic: Feels that pleasure and a
good time are the most important parts of
life.

n. Orderliness: Feels that order is God's
first law and that there is an order and a
place for everything.

You supply others:

o.

p.

q.

r.

s.

t.

u.

Verbal Nonverbal
Expression Expression
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VERBAL-NONVERDAL CONSISTENCY

Chock Shoot

Use this shoot for rating another person in your group and hand it
to that person at the assigned time.

Name of person you rate hero

Your Name

Concept- Attitude Verbal Nonverbal

a.

b.

c.

d.

0.

f.

g.

h.

i.

J.

k.

1.

m.

n.

o.

P.

Q .

r.

s.

t.

U.
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VERBAL-NONVERPAL CONSISTENCY

Check Sheet.

Usc this shoot for rating another person in your group and hand it
to that person at the assigned time.

Name of person you rate hero

Your Name

Concept-Attitude Verbal Nonverbal

a.

b.

c.

d.

e

f.

g.

h.

i.

J.

k.

1.

m.

n.

o.

p.

Q.

r.

s.

t.

u.
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VERBAL-NONVEPFAL CONSISTENCY

Cheek Sheet

Use this shoot for rating another person in your group and hand itto that person at the assigned time.

Name of person you rate hero

Your Name

Concept-Attitude Verbal Nonverbal

a.

b.

c.

d.

e

f.

g.

h.

i.

J.

k.

1.

m.

n.

o.

r.

s.

t.

u.
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VERBAL-NONVERBAL CONSISTENCY

Chock Sheet

Use this shoot for rating another person in your group and hand it
to that person at the assigned time.

Name of person you rate hero

Your Name

Concept-Attitude Verbal Jonverbal

a.

b.

c.

d.

0.

f.

g

1.

m.

n.

o.

p.

y.

r.

S.

t.

U.
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VERBAL-NONVERFAL CONSISTENCY

Chcck Shoot

Use this sheet for rating another person in your group and hand itto that person at the assigned time.

Name of person you rate here

Your Name

Concept-Attitude Verbal Nonverbal
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

r.

s.

t.

u.
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VERBAL-NONVERNAL CONSISTENCY

Chock Shoot

Usc this sheet for rating another parson in your group and hand it
to that person at the assigned timo.

Name of parson you rate hero

Your Name

Concept-Attitude Verbal Nonverbal

a.

b.

C.

d.

o.

f.

g.

q
r.

S.

t.

U.
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VERBAL-NONVERFAL CONSISTENCY

Chock Sheet

Use this sheet for rating another pc:rson in your group and hand it
to that person at the assigned time.

Name of person you rate hero

Your Name

Concept-Attitude Verbal Oonverbal

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g

r.

s.

t.

u.
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VERML-NOMVERAL CONSISTENCY

Chock Shoot

Uso this shoot for rating another person in your group and hand it
to that person at the assigned time.

Namo of parson you rate hero

Your Name

Concept-Attitude

a.

b.

C.

d.

0.

f.

g.

k.

1,

m.

n.

o.

p.

q.

r,

s.

t.

192

Verbal Nonverbal



VERBAL-VONVERPALCOPSISTENCY

Chock Shoot

Use this sheet for rating another Person in your group and hand it
to that person at the assigned timo.

Name of person you rate hero

Your Name

Concept-Attitudc)

a.

b,

c.

d.

0.

f.

g.

h.

i.

i

k.

1.

m.

n.

0.

P.

q.

r.

s.

t.

U.

Verbal Nonverbal
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VERBAL-NONVERBAL CONSISTENCY

Chock shoot

Use this shoot for rating another person in your group and hand it
to that parson at the assigned time.

Name of person you rate hero

Your Name

Concept-Attitude Verbal Nonverbal

a.

b.

c.

d.

0.

. f.

g.

h.

i.

J.

k.

1.

m.

n.

0.

p

r.

s.

t.

U.

194
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SELF--On:ER PERCEPTION DESCRIPTION

NAME:

LOCAL ADDRESS:

LOCAL TELEPHONE:

. Use five adjectives to describe how you perceive yourself:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

2. Use five adjectives to describe how you perceive others
perceiving you:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

3. How would you classify your willinEness to reveal your
feelings and ideas to others? (circle one)

Perfectly Willing It depends on Not so Pot willing
willing the person willing



GROUP CLIItATE INVEI1TORY A

Directions: Think about how your fellow group members normally
behave toward you. In the parentheses in front of the items below,
place the number corresponding to your perceptions of the group as
a whole, using the following scale:

5 They can always be counted on to behave this way
4 Typically I would expect them to behave this way
3 I would usually expect them to behave this way
2 They would seldom behave this way
I They would rarely behave this way
0 I would never expect them to behave this way

I WOULD EXPECT MY FELLOW GROUP idaTESRS TO:

I. ( )

2. ( )

3. ( )

4. ( )

5. ( )

6. ( )

7. ( )

8. ( )

9. ( )

level with me.
get the drift of what I am trying to say.
not interrupt or ignore my comments.
accept me for what I am.
feel free to let me know when I "bug" them.
not misconstrue things I say or do.
be interested in me.
provide an atmosphere whore I can be myself.
not keep things to themselves to spare my feelings.

10. ( ) perceive what kind of person I really am.
( ) include me in what's going on.

12. ( ) not act "judgmental" with me.
13. ( ) be completely frank with me.
14. ( ) recognize readily when something is bothering me.
15. ( ) respect me as a person a:prt from my skills or status.
16. ( ) not ridicule me or disapprove if I show my peCularities.

Genuineness: Understanding: Valuing: Acceptance:

1. ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) 4. ( )
5. ( ) 6. ( ) 7. ( ) 8. ( )
9. ( ) 10. ( ) 11. ( ) 12. ( )

13. ( ) 1.4. ( ) 15. ( ) 16. ( )

COMMITS OII YOIIR PERCEPTIO11:
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GROUP CLIMATE INVENTORY B

Directions: Think about how your fellow group members normally
behave toward you. In the parentheses in front of the items below,
place the number corresponding to your perceptions of the group as
a whole, using the following scale:

5 ]hey can always bo counted on to behave this way
4 Typically I would e7pect them to behave this way
3. I would usually expect them to behave this way
2 They would seldom behave this way
1 They would rarely behave this way
0 I would never expect them to behave this way

I WOULD EXPECT NY FELLOW GROUP 'EMBERS TO:

1. ( ) level with me.
2. ( ) get the drift of what I an trying to say.
3. ( ) not interrupt or ignore my comments.
4. ( ) accept me for what I am.
5. ( ) feel free to let me know when I "bug" them.
6. ( ) not misconstrue things I say or do.
7. ( ) be interested in me.
8. ( ) provide an atmosphere where I can be myself.
9. ( ) not keep things to themselves to spare my feelings.
10. ( ) perceive what kind of person I really am.
11. ( ) include me in what's going on.
12. ( ) not act "judgmental" with me.
13. ( ) be completely frank with me.
14. ( ) recognize readily when something is bothering me.
15. ( ) respect me as a person apart from my skills or status.
16. ( ) not ridicule me or disapprove if I show my pecularities.

Genuineness: Understanding: Valuing: Acceptance:

1. ( )

5. ( )

9. ( )

13. )

2. ( )

6. ( )

1.0. ( )

14. ( )

COMENTS Oil 30U p. PEaCEPTIOU:

3. ( ) 4. ( )

7. ( ) 8. ( )

11. ( ) 12. ( )

15. ( ) 16. ( )



GROUP GROWTH EVALUATION

Directions: In.Pront of each of the items below there are two
blank spaces. Rate your group on the characteristic as the group
was initially and as it is now. Use a seven-point scale, where 7
is "very much" and 1 is 'very little".

CLII.1TE

Initially Finally

198

1. I am treated as a human being rather than
just another group member.

2. I feel close to the members of this group.
3. There is cooperation and teamwork present

in this groUp.
4. Membership in this group is aiding my

personal growth development.
5. I have trust and confidence in the other

members of the group.
6. Member of this group display supportive

behavior toward each other.
7. I derive satisfaction as a result of my

membership in this group.
8. I feel psychologically close to tins group.
9. I get a sense of accomplishment as a result

of membership in this group.

10. I an being honest in responding to this
evaluation.

DATA FLOW

GOAL FORMATION

11. I am willing to share information with
other members of the group.

12. I feel free to discuss :important personal
matters with group members.

13. I feel that I am oriented toward personal
goals rather than toward helping the group
achieve its objectives.

14. This group uses integrative, constructive
methods in problem-solving rather than a
win-lose approach.

15. As a member of this group, I am able to
promptly and well with import:mt., group
problems.


